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Variable Pig (Ukrainian White Steppe)
POLAR PIG 195
Welcome to another edition of Variable Pig as we begin the slow wind down. It’s a slightly smaller
issue than expected, aside from the enormous letter column, as I’ve had to hold a few games over
(Tea Dance, Rail Baron and the Breaking Away start) due to missing orders. I’ve also had to NMR
some players in some games. However, there is one new game start – the final game of 6 Nimmt!
Congratulations to John for producing 50 issues of Here Be Dragons, a great achievement and I’m
happy that he has published a number of these with the Pig after moving from much missed “The
Tangerine Terror”. Congratulations also to Brad Martin for publishing his 200 th issue of Western
Front, a great milestone in zine publishing. Brad continues to offer an entertaining range of games,
military history articles and quizzes with a consistent reliable turnaround. Sadly, the other news
from the world of postal (and e-) zines isn’t so good as Tony Robbins has decided to run
Devolution down to a fold.
It's not been a great month for me personally either. I came down with a nasty cough sometime in
late May or early June, not COVID as I tested a few times, and one morning I had a coughing fit
and did something to my lower back. I suspect a muscle pull or a sprain, but whatever it is, it’s
painful. It’s hard to know exactly where the problem is, other than lower spine, as it seems to
radiate around my waist and back. Getting out of bed and putting socks can be really difficult and
it’s hard to stay comfortable in any position for extended periods. I’ve been able to keep working,
although I’ve been taking advantage of working from home in T-shirt and shorts, I’m very lucky to
have Jacqueline to help me. Thomas and Kelsey were also a big help in fixing the grill ready for
BBQ season.
Unsurprisingly we haven’t done too much recently, although Jacqueline has been more active than
I. I did have a business trip to Brazil (also to Detroit) for the ABRAFATI trade show, which went
fairly well although my back did not enjoy the long flights. It was nice to be back in Brazil again,
after three years, meeting old colleagues and friends, plus we got to eat twice at the Jardiniere, my
favourite Churrascaria in Sao Paolo. The Caipirinha’s were still wonderful.
The other main event was that Hannah has left the nest once more and moved to Indiana with her
new boyfriend Michael. Naturally, we have mixed feelings about this as we miss her and it was
nice having her around, particularly after she became more settled, but we’re also enjoying
returning to our old empty nester routines again. We hope that she will be happy and successful
there and look forward to seeing her again in August. She was able to transfer with the Red Cross,
so was able to move jobs easily and she had a famous customer today – the actor Jesse
Eisenberg (Zombieland, The Social Network, Batman v Superman). It’s also nice to know that
some stars can still take the time to donate blood.
That’s about all for now. There is a long deadline for this issue as the usual three-week timing
would mean the deadline would clash with Cropredy and our trip back to England. We’re looking to
going back and catching up with family and friends, plus the long-delayed return to the field in
Oxfordshire, although I’m really hoping that my back will have improved before then. With that, I
shall wish you all an enjoyable summer (or winter for our readers in the Southern hemisphere) and
hope you all stay safe in the upcoming heatwave. We hope to see some of you again soon.

*****
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Letters
Mike Pollard

Thanks for the latest issue.

Martin Walker
Downloaded the new pig yesterday, just want to say that you do it for our fun and if
you're not enjoying then you're right to stop. It's been fun for me to replay the games I used to play twenty
years ago, and I want to thank you for that.
Judy Ferguson
I'll be sad to see the zine go but congratulations on keeping it going for so long and
thank you for all your hard work; it's much appreciated.
John Hopkins
I was saddened, although not surprised, at your announcement that you (currently?)
intend to run Pig down to a close. I have never run a games zine, although have done several things (e.g.,
an En Garde campaign) of a comparable nature. I can therefore begin to appreciate just how much singlemindedness it takes to sustain the necessary effort, particularly through changing life-circumstances. And
you have managed a substantial innings (N.B. not "inning")

Thanks for the many nice messages. It’s been a good run, but it is time for a change. My role in the Pig
started with GMing an En Garde game and that is also a lot of work, especially for a big game. I gave that
up around issue 80.
John Marsden
Very, very sorry to read your editorial. I just hope that the next two years will see the
opportunity for cutting down without complete disappearance.
Brad Martin
Anyway, definitely not worth continuing unless you get some sort of reward from it...

There are lots of things I still enjoy about the zine, so I don’t think I will completely walk away, but I don’t
think I can continue with the Pig in its current form.
Andy York
Sorry to find out you’re looking to run down the zine. Though I wasn't always the
promptest person in responding, I have enjoyed reading and participating in the zine. Thank you for it!
Steve Ham
I am sorry to hear of the Great Winding Down on VP. I fully understand, goodness
knows how many days of your life VP has consumed. I've really enjoyed it and will for the final issues.
Thanks again for all the GMing.

Glad to hear that you’ve enjoyed the Pig and I hope you will continue to do so as I wind it down. I hope it
can retain much of its character for the next year or so.
Steve Guest
A bit of a shock about winding down the Pig. I too don't seem to have the enthusiasm
for playing the games that I used to, maybe explains me keeping being late these days. This time I have
more of an excuse, having finally been on holiday and finally caught COVID, two things that may not be
entirely unrelated. Still recovering.

I hope that you’re recovering from COVID and that it was only a mild infections. I still enjoy (mostly)
playing games by post and that’s part of the reason I decided to start winding down the Pig. If the fold goes
as planned, the Pig should be around for another year or so.
Allan Stagg
I totally understand your reasons for bringing VP to a close. If it ceases to be
enjoyable, and it just becomes a chore, don't do it anymore. (I tried using that reasoning with the hoovering,
but Julie did not see the logic)! But, given all that you have done, seen, and achieved - and Variable Pig is
not the least of your achievements - it is probably time to move on to a new chapter in your life story.

Thanks for the nice email about retiring the Pig. I remembered when you retired from WIMM and it seemed
a better way to do this, than a sudden fold. It also allows me to reach a few milestones that I’d like to
achieve as a zine editor. Sadly, not all chores are so optional.
Chris Hibbert
I was sorry to read your announcement that you're planning to wind down VP. I've
enjoyed it for quite a few years. But you're definitely right that you should only do it if it still brings you joy. I
hope you find renewed enjoyment of playing games!
Murray Egan
BIG announcement on your final issues of VP!!!! They will be missed, but your
retirement is well earned! I remember your first invitation to join VP when we were living in Holland, and I
have many fun memories on working on the Lyric game and Popular Demand... Thanks for the memories!!!
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You have been a thoughtful leader and understanding when we were late on submissions, I hope you will
be able to take your free time and focus them on new activities...like Choir
(or bowling).

I’m glad you’ve been enjoying the Lyric Quiz and By Popular Demand games. I think you might score well
again this round. I’m sure I will find other things to fill the time, but I’ll spare the choir…
Dane Maslen
As you wind the zine down, it's possible the workload will diminish to a level at which
it ceases being a chore and becomes fun again. If that results in a rebirth of enthusiasm such that you
change your mind and decide to carry on, don't make the mistake that Geoff Kemp seems to keep making
with Quartz. Whenever he's in sight of getting the monster trimmed down to a manageable size, he makes
it bigger again.

I may still choose to GM games once the Pig finally ceases, but I don’t think I will go back to full zine
production. It’s a lot of work and I’m getting older. I do receive Quartz, but I haven’t seen any issues for
quite a while now; I hope Geoff is OK.
John Marsden

You know that if I, or Ode, can assist at any time I will.

I also appreciate the offer of help, which I will definitely consider in the coming months.
John Hopkins
I hope to hear that some of your subzine editors will decide to spread their wings and
even that you might consider becoming a sub-editor, rather than go cold turkey.

You may not be aware that Tom already publishes his own zine, back-of-the-envelope, which has been
growing nicely. If you’re interested, please let Tom know and he can add you to the email list. I’m not sure
what Rich and John plan to do, but I hope they will continue in some form or other.
Colin Bruce
Thanks for Forest Mountain Pig. Which, I have to say, sounds like a John Denver
song. Sorry to see that you've made the decision to go ahead with running down to a fold. Although I still
hope you might change your mind once Pig has been reduced to more manageable proportions. We shall
see.

Thanks very much. I hope we can keep our trade going while the Pig is still running. I have been enjoying
reading FuN even if I’m not playing. Still not sure of the future, but I might continue GMing some games.
Colin Bruce
Absolutely. You (and Richard) will continue to receive 'Fury of the Northmen' on me
even after you stop producing 'Variable Pig'. If that happens. Just to say thanks for all the blood, sweat &
tears you've put into 'Pig' all these years.

Thanks Colin. The Pig should roll on for at least another 18 months although I suspect it will start shrinking
before the end of the year.
Allan Stagg
One final thought: Richard referred to a 'hardcore of old farts' in referring to the VP
readership. I don't want to think about this too much, but I am not sure that 'hardcore' is the most
appropriate collective term to be used here.

But the rest of the description is OK?
Bob Pitman
Sorry to read you are retiring! Weirdly it had never occurred to me that Pig wouldn’t
be part of my monthly (ish) landscape, I can’t remember the first time I played in the zine, I know it was via
Richard and Tony probably late 90’s. But all good things... well I shall l enjoy the rundown issue games
anyway and wish you a happy non-editorship. We never restarted Tuesday games night after the pandemic
closed it down so my gaming life will have shrunk an awful lot over the last 2 years. Always been nice
“lettering” you and Richard. I know it’s not immediate but have a happy stress-free retirement!

I think the Pig should continue in its current form for another 18 months (ish) although gradually
diminishing in size, starting at the end of this year. I might continue GMing some games (most likely Bus
Boss) but not running a full zine.
Mike Townsend
Sorry to hear that you are retiring the Pig, although I fully understand why. I don't
seem to have the same enthusiasm for PBM games these days, although I still enjoy trying something
different from time to time. I think the letters page is also great - maybe there would be a good way to keep
that going forward using one of the social media platforms? I think it will be a little while anyway before your
last zine.
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I still enjoy postal gaming and its relaxed pace, but Pig production is more demanding. The letter column
takes a lot of work to edit and lay out; it’s the most time-consuming part of the Pig now. You’re correct that
the Pig should last a while longer – I think a year to 18 months.
Mike Townsend
I was thinking more like something like Facebook Group for the letters page which (in
theory) could be self-administered. Not sure it would work but would seem a shame to lose touch with so
many folk.

I’m not sure if it would last, but let’s see if anyone else responds.
Brad Martin
I suppose you have considered going solely web-based? That would cut down
formatting to get it ready for printing (or does Richard do all that?). I have cut out most of my large,
complicated games from WF, leaving the easy ones like Britannia and Railway Rivals.

Richard does most of the printing, formatting, and merging the subzines together, so this wouldn’t help, but
Polar Pig is still a lot of work. I did reduce a lot of the complicated games, but then allowed them to come
back – the RR China and RoboRally games are monsters.
Michael Pargman
I'm sorry to hear that you'll be giving up on the Pig, but I can understand that it's a lot
of work with all the games you're running. I'm so happy that I found the pbm hobby some 20 years ago. It
seems like a lot of the pbm gaming is winding down nowadays. Isn't there anyone out there getting
younger?

I’ve had a lot of fun playing postal games and I don’t want to lose the pleasure from postal games with some
of the frustrations I have been having producing the Pig.
Kev Lee
Sorry to hear that you are planning to wind down but fully understand. It’s been
thoroughly enjoyable playing so many different games in the zine.
Since the lockdown, no doubt in common with many others, I have been playing
games online on a daily basis, which is obviously enjoyable as the admin is all taking care of. It is certainly
a totally different world on the games front compared to when I started playing games postally in the 90’s.
There are now many more opportunities for playing games both face to face and online, and the sheer
variety of games on offer now is mind boggling.
If you or others decided to carry on that would be great. I particularly enjoy Railway
Rivals and Bus Boss and trying out several of the new maps that have been produced. These games work
perfectly in the zine format.

I like Bus Boss, both to play and GM and designing the maps. I have maps waiting for at least two more
maps (Iran and Tanzania as my colleagues bought me recent maps when they went back to visit their
homelands), but I will start with Shikoku to complete the Japan set: all the major islands will have been
adapted by Brendan (most of Honshu), David Watts (Hokkaido) and Kyushu (me). I don’t think an RR map
of Shikoku is possible, but BB would work.
Michael Pargman
Railway Rivals give me great pleasure, at planning the builds, at counting on races to
enter. With the Reduces Random RR game that Dane Maslen runs, I can sit for hours just looking at the
map trying to plan my moves. It's such an easy game to learn, and yet always a challenge.

I shall probably continue to design maps for Railway Rivals and Bus Boss as I still enjoy this and there is no
time pressure if I need a break.
Tony Robbins
Sorry to read about your forthcoming 'retirement', but I fully understand the reasons.
Truly the end of an era.

Thanks Tony – very sorry to hear that you are also planning to call it a day. Devolution will be missed.
Dane Maslen
Sorry to hear that you're going to be giving up the Pig – I'll eventually have to find
some other zine to put first when I vote in the Zine Poll – but it's undoubtedly the right thing to do if it is no
longer the fun that it once was. I've always been astonished that you were able to run so many games and
produce such a monster zine while still working. I didn't start Dane's Games (DG) until after I'd retired, I run
nowhere near as many games as you do, and I don't do any fancy formatting of the zine, but it still takes up
a not insignificant chunk of my time every month.

I started running an En Garde game soon after leaving Warwick and was able to carry on as we didn’t have
funds to go out much. I just adapted to running games in the evenings after work and later to producing a
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zine that way. It’s helped that I’ve not tied myself to a strict turnaround, so players know that the zine will
appear as when I can produce it.
Dane Maslen
You comment that your enjoyment of other postal games is also diminishing. That's a
phase I've been through at least a couple of times in the past, at least in the sense that I've had periods
when I've wanted to reduce the number of games that I have to submit orders for. I've been in one of those
phases for about the last year, so for example haven't been playing in any BPD games, but I expect my
enthusiasm to return eventually, just as it has in the past.

I have also had my ups and downs with playing games postally, but I do think this has been affected by zine
production. I hope my enthusiasm will return as the Pig workload eases.
Dane Maslen
With Tony Robbins now having said that Devolution is running down to a fold, an
announcement I'd come to expect after noticing that he'd not started any new games for several issues, the
future looks bleak for Railway Rivals players, though I suppose there are quite a few zines that run the odd
game or two.

It’s definitely been a bad month or two for Railway Rivals and Bus Boss, with Devolution also heading
towards a fold. Tony’s announcement was not unexpected, but his zine will fold quicker as there aren’t so
many games left. I think ODE will offer the most RR and BB games, together with Brad’s Western Front.
There may be some other zines that I don’t see, but these are the main two Rivals zines I still receive.
Dane Maslen
Some other zines – Minstrel, Eternal Sunshine (in one of its subzines) and back-ofthe-envelope (by an outside GM) are the ones that spring to mind – that I receive also run the odd game or
two of RR, but that's not minimal compared to the number of such games that Devolution ran. In addition,
there is Damn the Consequences, but as a hardcopy zine from Australia it would be an expensive
substitute for players that have become accustomed to free zines. I wonder if there are any German zines
that run RR.

I don’t receive Minstrel or Eternal Sunshine, but I am aware of the games in Brendan’s DtC. Brad also
offers quite a few games in Western Front, the other zine I receive from Oz. The only German zine that I’m
aware of Christian Bien’s email zine that offers quite a few RR games. This has been a little less reliable
recently, but it does offer the widest number of RR games now.
Dane Maslen
I should have thought of Western Front myself, though perhaps I overlooked it
because I've never played any games there. Do you think it would be a good idea for one of us to put
together a list of all these other zines that offer RR to a greater or lesser extent to send to Tony for him to
publish for the benefit of his readers? I'd be happy to do so but would need details of Christian Bien’s zine
from you.

I think it would be good if you could add this to your list of zines that’s included in Dane’s Games.
Chris Hassler
I think we have corresponded before, but it's been a while, so let me re-introduce
myself. I am Chris Hassler, publisher of S.O.B., a games zine like your own Variable Pig. I've been only
marginally attached to the hobby for a while and am in the process of getting more attached. I learned of
your zine through Tom Howell. I keep a register of zines in mine and am planning to include yours. One
question: is it technically a US or UK zine? Regardless, I will also put a link to your website on mine:
http://www.sob-zine.org . I would appreciate a mention in your zine, as I am always looking for new players,
and I run some of the same types of games as appear in your zine. Note that most of the games I run are
run continuously via email, so they have more of a feel of ftf gaming than is typical in a zine.

Thanks for your email. Your timing couldn’t have been much worse as I had sent the latest issue to Richard
for printing about 2 hours earlier. I will make sure to mention SOB in next issue. Technically, I think
Variable Pig is still a UK zine as it is printed and published in the UK, even though I produce the main part
of the zine here in the US.
Chris Hassler
Just read the latest Variable Pig. Sorry to hear that you are packing it in, but I
certainly understand it. I am fortunate that I can quickly scale my publishing commitment up and down as
needed. I currently am at something of a sweet spot that provides me with enough gaming without
overwhelming. I will continue to track Variable Pig in S.O.B. for as long as it lasts. I have added a link to
your website from mine.

Thanks Chris. I think the Pig will continue for another 18 months or so, based on current turnaround as I
would like to go through a planned, orderly fold. I will ensure that S.O.B. gets flagged next issue – the range
of games offered will appeal to many.
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Bob Gingell
A few days ago I went back to my Milton Keynes maps and bus timetables, so the
main issue now is to get a (Bus Boss) map that looks as good as the New Forest one.
Richard Smith
I did New Forest using GIMP (freeware) but unlike RR where my plugin works pretty
well (apart from not supporting point-up hexes) it wasn't a match made in heaven.
Richard Smith
As far as I can tell, GIMP does not have a parallel lines function, so the route lines
are bit irregular. I also couldn't see an easy way to do "sleepers" to help with the build cost numbers. I
decided that as there were no criss-crossing lines I could get away without them. I was also a bit unsure
about using card suit symbols or letters. I can certainly send you my GIMP source file for New Forest,
which is big at 18MB mainly because I used five different background maps showing town positions and
bus routes.
Richard Smith
I wouldn't want to do an RR map in PowerPoint (Jim's weapon of choice) over GIMP,
but the former may be the better choice for BB as it does the parallel lines and still has the ability to
superimpose background maps. In both cases you do have to scale the background maps with care.

As Richard notes, I do use a combination of PowerPoint and Draw to produce my RR maps. It’s clunky but
it works well. The main problem, and I don’t understand why, is the degradation of the image quality in
draw over multiple edits. This is why always struggle with adjusting the map too many times, but it’s
workable. I create the use hex map above (rotated if necessary) then number the hexes in PowerPoint, then
copy the image into Draw to use the fill function to colour hexes in the right terrain (brown, green, red etc.)
colours. Rivers are a little trickier, but I use the line draw tool and adjust the line thickness as needed. Once
finished, I transfer the image to PowerPoint and edit the text in, as it’s much easier to do this in
PowerPoint. Once this done, I usually send this to you and Richard too start the editing process and then
continue the same way. It’s clumsy and I think Richard’s GIMP or Brendan’s Corel Draw methods are
much better, but I’m not very good with this software and my job requires me to use PowerPoint daily.
Richard Smith
I did always say a vector-based graphics package such as Inkscape would work well
for RR maps (Brendan's nice clean maps are done with Corel Draw in vector mode) and this might also be
true for BB, but I haven't tried it. GIMP is raster only.

As far as I know, Brendan has not tried his hand at Bus Boss, and I don’t think he plays that often. Given his
profession, it’s probably too basic for him. Therefore, his RR maps are always gloriously detailed with
historical and geographical features, plus local language fonts. His love of travel, like many Kiwis is also a
factor.
Bob Gingell
My past practice has been hand-drawn maps, so shifting to a computer program is
seismic for me. I tried using Corel Draw a long time ago: good for layers but it was awful back then for
hexes. I have long since forgotten how to use it.

Hand drawn maps are, I think, OK for Bus Boss and Railway Rivals, although the latter does require blank
hex paper. I downloaded some blank hex paper some time ago from here (Free Printable Hexagon Graph
Paper (museprintables.com), I think. I have attached one copy. The only problem is that I’ve not been able
to find any numbered paper, so this has to be done by hand or electronically.
Richard Smith
Hand-drawn maps are fine if you're good at drawing. I thought my attempts to draw
famous people in the Only Connect game weren't too bad, maybe 5 out of 10, though Bob Pitman did think
my drawing of Brad Pitt might be a self-portrait - pshaw! I'm by far the better-looking man :-)

For BB, the challenge with hand drawn maps is keeping the lines consistent as it’s hard to free draw two (or
more lines) at a reasonable distance apart consistently. Therefore, I tried PowerPoint as it has the double
line feature. I now use this program for Bus Boss exclusively as it’s easy to import the base map (as I did
with Orwell and Stour or Lehigh Valley), then fade the map and start marking towns and lines over the top.
Text editing and placement is also relatively easy. It’s a bit tricky joining the lines with the city circles,
especially those with multiple routes in and out, but this is the main hurdle. I don’t think it looks that pretty,
but I think it’s effective and playable. Editing is also much easier.
Richard Smith
I guess the superimposing is harder using paper, and making edits is messier,
though presumably you can do a pukka redraw at the end...?
Bob Gingell
Thanks for the link. A long time ago I bought a bunch of numbered hex sheets from
David Watts so used those for my hand-drawn RR maps (such as Middle Earth and Kazakhstan). Typed
place names were cut out and pasted on.
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The major problem with the big sheets turned out to be the size and ease of reading of the hex numbers,
particularly after repeated copying and re-sizing, which led me to replace the numbers using Paint. Another
issue was that colour fills were difficult on copied sheets, since what looked to be all white was not usually
a consistent colour, which is why I relied more on hatching instead. BB maps however required free-hand
drawing which I am not so good at, which is why despite having all the info to produce some I have
struggled to create a reasonable BB map. Rich's claim to Brendan that I am producing maps now puts me
under pressure to deliver something so I will see what I can come up with and you will be the first to see
such.

As I mentioned, I use PowerPoint most days for my job, so it’s software I’m comfortable with. I do use the
group function (shape format) a lot, to hold everything in place once I’m mostly happy with the town and
route markings. This can be removed by clicking on the main picture, go to shape format and then
ungrouping. I used narrower lines for the Orwell map as John Marsden commented that it was hard to
distinguish the lines when marked up, which was due to the larger size black lines I used. It’s easy for
editing but not necessary for game play. This helps and the Orwell map looks quite decent – hopefully, it
will play OK. I will use the same approach for my next BB map which will probably be Shikoku to complete
the Japan set.
Richard Smith
Couple of points:
1. I think I mentioned as a reply to one of Brendan's new map announcement emails that Jim, Bob,
and I all had some RR and BB maps in progress. I don't think anyone's standing over us with a whip!
2. Most graphics tools allow you to save images losslessly. I have attached a screen shot from
Paint 3D (comes with Windows 10) showing an image being saved as a bmp (rather than a jpg or png).
GIMP's internal xcf format holds all layers losslessly, so the working files tend to be big, then you export the
final image using a lossy format (e.g., jpg quality 98). When you say "Draw" I'm not sure which package
that is (?) Note that the in-game maps I do suffer from some degradation via multiple saves at a high(ish)
quality jpg setting, for example the red lines seem to darken as well as the image getting grainier. The
lower the quality setting the worse the degradation is with each save. What I should really do is keep
editing a large lossless master file then output round files from that using a compressed format. I could
even make them into an animation with JavaScript (click a button to replace round1 image with round2
image on screen, and so on).

Thanks for the advice – I usually save as jpg files and hadn’t thought that bmp would be better. I’ll have to
look into that more when I next try another RR map. When I said Draw, I meant Paint – the original and not
3D which I’m less familiar with.
Bob Gingell
I find Paint easy to use, which is what I need!
Brendan Whyte
I have begun redrawing Bill Brown's S Africa map... the shape is odd, as is the
orientation, and the distances between cities are wrong. His mountains as suspect too... It's probably a very
balanced map, but it's not the real South Africa we all know and loathe... I will read my "Readers Digest
Atlas of Southern Africa" tonight for background
It's got full topographic coverage of S Africa, Namibia
etc. at several scales, plus a historical/thematic text intro, and some city plans (all S. Afr lands and surveys
mapping).

After this email, Brendan sent out his first draft of his new South Africa map, which does look much better
than the map for the game just starting.
Brendan Whyte
Bill was a Diplomacy player in Melbourne and former DtC subber. I haven't heard
from him since late 1990s when I first arrived in Australia. I used to play ftf games with him at his place... I
wonder where/what he is now?

I can’t help as I don’t think I remember him. Moving on to other postal games…
Dane Maslen
I'm contemplating running Grand National in DG, but I suspect my current readership
is unlikely to sign up in sufficient numbers to make a game viable, so maybe I should appeal for those VP
readers that enjoy Grand National to take a look at the latest issue of DG, which is available at
https://www.dropbox.com/s/fr6m9cyz66ge7q8/latest-issue.htm?dl=1 .

Please note the new Grand National game being offered in Dane’s Games and contact Dane if interested. I
have signed up. The current Pig game has two more turns to go and won’t be replaced.
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Allan Stagg
As things are getting back to normal here I am doing more gaming. Some new
games I have enjoyed recently include Space Base - a sort of Machi Koro with a space theme - and the
Quest for Eldorado, a deck-building race game on the lighter side, which makes it ideal for my non-gaming
friends. I have also purchased the latest Terraforming Mars game, Ares Expedition. This is thematically
identical to the original series of games, but is a stand-alone, with mechanics similar to Race for the
Galaxy, as in you select which action you wish to play each turn. The actions are play a green card, play a
blue or red card, taken any actions or standard projects that you wish or can, draw new cards or carry out
production. All other players will carry out the action you have chosen, you will carry out the actions they
have chosen. It plays quicker and simpler than the original games, and it works for me.

I played Space Base at EPGS a month or two ago and quite enjoyed it. I was getting hammered in my first
game against more experienced players, so I bought the rather random “Win the Game” card and was able
to work a 1 in 3 chance of winning with my final play. It took some effort and careful play to get a chance,
so it wasn’t a complete fluke that I won. Still a bizarre card but quite a nice game. I haven’t tried the others
yet, but I’m sure Ares Expedition will become popular at EPGS. Current popular games include Bran Baru
(highly recommended area control game in ancient Ireland) and Lost Ruins of Arnak, plus I really enjoyed
Momiji when I played it. I’m also really happy to see both Century Spice Road and Great Western Trails
added to Board Game Arena.
Michael Pargman
Face-to-face I prefer playing more complicated games, like 18xx, and I'm very happy
to see a surge in train games these recent years. When I began playing, it was hard to even get a group of
5 together to play. But now, there are groups of players in lots of places in Sweden. Just in Stockholm, I
know of at least four-five different groups and more than 30 players. So, I'm already living in a time where it
is me having to say no to games because of lack of time rather than grabbing every chance to get a game
played like once every second month or so.

It’s good that you have more opportunities to play games face to face. I usually play games every first and
third Saturday of the month at EPGS and, like you prefer some of the heavier games (probably medium
weight games) like Great Western Trails and Hansa Teutonica. Gaming options online are also improving
and I’m fairly active of Board Game Arena and others, but I still prefer face to face gaming. I did start to
investigate some more local groups (EPGS is about an hour away) before the pandemic, but I should try
harder now things are more settled.
Allan Stagg
On the sports front, the football teams I follow have had mixed fortunes. MK Dons
reached the playoffs but failed to progress, and Reading, having incurred a points deduction earlier in the
season, managed to avoid relegation. Spurs finished the season strongly, clinching a Champions League
slot ahead of Arsenal, and things look good for them under their new manager, Conte. Okay, the national
football team lost last night against Hungary, but the cricket team have just beaten New Zealand - is that a
silver lining I see?

Aldershot’s season was awful, saved by a couple of strong spells that spared them from relegation, but
optimism for next year is in short supply on Shotsweb. Ipswich continued to do OK, but still don’t look like
pulling out of league 1. It was good to see the England test team competitive again and hopefully Brendan
McCollum can coach in some of the qualities that have made the New Zealand team so enjoyable to watch.
Richard Smith
I hope I haven't missed anything. Polishing off my orders this evening I was
distracted quite a bit by England sport on the telly. After watching Johnny Bairstow's sensational matchwinning innings in the NZ test match, things took a turn for the worse in the footy with a dismal 4-0 home
defeat to Hungary. Southgate to be replaced by Mark Molesley and a talking dog?

I followed both England games on the Beeb while I was at work – I enjoyed the cricket much more than the
soccer. Having read the comments, I’m taking the job as England manager, and I think we might have a
25% chance of beating a team of Easter Island Moai and a 10% chance of beating a team of plankton from
the Stour estuary.
Andy York
Glad the Pigs are doing well. The Express hit a slump, with a number of folks called
up recently. But we're still in the middle of the pack and certainly not out of the race.

The Pigs are currently tied for first place despite a couple of fairly disappointing recent series. Like the
Express, they’ve had a few talented players called up to the Phillies, including Darrick Hall who has started
really well for Philadelphia. We enjoyed our last game on Saturday that the Pigs won comfortably against
Rochester.
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Allan Stagg
I am averaging about 146 now, and with the season having four weeks remaining, I
am hopeful of finishing in the top 10 - I am currently seventh. I really enjoy the bowling league - I have been
in it since retirement, 8 years ago - but it is a slightly sad thing that when people leave the league, they tend
to do so for health reasons. Probably a quarter of the bowlers have ongoing cancer issues, and three or
four have left recently due to dementia.

I hope your bowling improves like mine did towards the end of the season. After a miserable first three
quarters of the season, when my average dropped about 14 points, we finally got it together for the final
quarter to avoid finishing last. My average crept back over 150 again and I feel a little more confident for
next season.
Bob Pitman
I am slowly retraining myself to run slower, but I am getting further before needing to
get my breath back, our group had a change of coach after Christmas, and she is doing well to sort my
pace management out! Since the covid, my lungs have changed, and I wasn’t taking any account of it. Last
week I got out and had a nice long run that left me feeling pretty good and not a wheezing sweaty mess!

Glad to hear that your running is getting better. It sounds like the new coach is having the right effect which
is good. I picked up a really nasty cough last Saturday and have been struggling with it for about 10 days
now. It’s not COVID, at least according to two home lateral flow tests (courtesy of Joe Biden) and 1 PCR
test, but it’s not been much fun, I’ve hardly been out since I caught it and had to cancel my trip to
Cleveland. It’s improved a little the last couple of days, but I shall be glad when it’s over.
Steve Guest
COVID not serious but certainly not fun. Feeling quite a bit better this morning (week
on from getting ill), hopefully no relapse. Definitely planning on Cropredy though haven't organised a ticket
yet.

I know quite a few people that have caught COVID recently, including colleagues at work, my cousin and
Conrad. Most seem to have recovered (or are recovering) but hasn’t been pleasant.
Allan Stagg
I hope you and the family are keeping well, and that the weather is fine for you. We
are currently 'enjoying' an extended Bank Holiday for the Jubilee celebrations, so there are the traditional
rain showers to rain on the parades.

I hurt my back during one of the coughing fits I had with the nasty cold, and it still hasn’t cleared, but
otherwise we’re doing well. No Jubilee here, although we recently enjoyed the Independence Day fireworks
on a beautiful summer weekend.
Carolyn Townsend I hope you are well.

It’s mostly good here, although I’ve been suffering from a sore lower back which has been uncomfortable. I
don’t recommend it.
Mike Townsend
Sorry to hear about the back. Is it muscular or skeletal? Tricky things when you get a
problem. Hopefully, you make a speedy recovery (and) we see you fit and well at Cropredy or at least able
to drink plenty of beer to numb the pain!

I think it’s muscular, although it’s taking a long time to clear or even ease up. I’m taking a course of muscle
relaxants to help but I’ll go back to the Doctor next week if there isn’t much improvement. I am starting to
think about possible options for Cropredy if it doesn’t improve as I will struggle in a tent environment sadly.
Bob Pitman
Just made it through the Jubley weekend, we had a Close party and to my shame I
fell asleep in my chair after 2 small beers... I am not a lunchtime drinker but that was embarrassing!
Otherwise, it was fairly miserable weather, cold and a bit wet here... and the Spitfire flyover got cancelled
today because of low cloud and rain.

I rarely drink at lunchtime, except at the Crets, Cropredy or visiting my Dad. It definitely has an effect. I
saw quite a lot about the Jubilee on the Beeb website but hadn’t realized that the weather was bad. Shame to
miss the Spitfire flyover.
Bob Pitman
We enjoyed a nice bottle of beer on Saturday late afternoon and both of us wound up
feeling quite drowsy afterwards, same beer as I had at the Jubilee thing. Beginning to think it’s the brand or
batch of beer – its Asahi which we have drunk with reasonable impunity before. It’s a nice Japanese dry
beer and I can’t think why a bottle would knock us back like it did. Luckily, we got a box of a Spanish lager
at the same time as the Asahi, so we aren’t entirely beer less!
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We don’t do very much drinking before early evening, and even then it’s a bottle of wine of a Saturday night
(sometimes preceded with a nice G&T or Gin cocktail) and if there’s any left in the bottle it gets drunk on
the Sunday.

I remember Asahi – it’s one of the three main beer brands in Japan (the others are Kirin and Sapporo) and
many of my colleagues really like Asahi Super Dry (yes, the beer brand came before the fashion wear). I
liked it but preferred Kirin Ichiban. I also really liked Yebisu, a smaller beer company that they served at
the Yokohama Baystars, but I’ve never seen this outside Japan. Asahi is quite strong – I think 5.5% from
memory, so maybe you underestimated it.
Brendan Whyte
10 degrees here yesterday and drizzling all day. Climbed Black Mountain near the
city, the low clouds and public holiday sealing us off in the bush from the city around. It was like being way
out in the mountains. Fantastic.

Sounds like a good temperature for climbing – not sure of the drizzle though. Better than the weather in the
Backpacks and Blisters game though.
Brad Martin

Our first spate of chilly weather - down to 6 or 7ºC at night. But days are still sunny.

Even after all this time, it still seems weird that the Southern hemisphere is in winter while we’re enjoying
the summer.
Allan Stagg
Hope you and the family are having an enjoyable spring/summer - here the weather
is slowly turning, and Spring is morphing into summer slowly, and not without a few step backs.

Summer has arrived, although so far it hasn't been too scorching yet.
Andy York
As for Austin weather, we had the hottest May on record and June is set to do the
same (every day has been above average). We're also looking to break the most consecutive days over
100 degrees in June (10 was the record, we're at 9 today for the second time in the month and we're not
expected to drop below 100 for at least 3 more days). Also, May/June are supposed to be some of our
wettest month. We might get a little on Monday/Tuesday (maybe even an inch!) so our lake levels are
dropping more than normal (City water supply is surface lakes).

It’s warmed up here, but certainly nothing like the weather you describe. The lack of water in some western
states is becoming a concern – I hope you get some more rain soon.
Brendan Whyte
Sorry for delay. All weekend without phone/internet. Still very spotty. Sorry, rain has
disrupted my phone and internet connections.

Sorry to hear about the flooding. I hadn’t connected your first email with the alarming reports I was reading
about the floods in Sidney. I hope that you and Su are both OK and haven’t been too badly affected
personally by the awful weather.
Brendan Whyte
Canberra's been much drier than Sydney, but a cold and wet year, nevertheless.
Internet/phone working fine until 4pm Saturday, then nothing. Luckily, I got DtC completed before, but
couldn't email it to the print shop, so had to wait until I was at work on Monday. It's been printed and is now
in the mail.

Glad to hear that you’re OK and good timing to get ‘Damn the Consequences” finished before the storm.
Brendan Whyte
Still no phone or internet at home (modem looks like it is ok, but when I try to use
either, it all goes to pot), and looks like 2 weeks until they schedule someone to drain a phone company pit,
and replace an uninsulated set of wires that are exposed to whatever liquids enter the pit...

Sounds grim – is it any better at work?
Bob Pitman
The weather has been very nice the last couple of days. We went walking near
Swanage last week, from Studland to Old harry and up to the top of Ballard Down, driving to the sandbanks
ferry we had awful rain, throwing it down. But once walking we could see the storm just a few miles to the
North laying into Bournemouth and the coast to the New forest and beyond, but we had blue skies and
sunshine, just as well as there wasn’t any shelter on the walk!

We had beautiful weather all week until this morning when a really loud and violent thunderstorm woke us
up at about 5.30am. The storm lasted over an hour and there was a lot of thunder and lightning before the
heavy rain. The good news is that the humidity has now dropped, although more rain is forecast tonight. My
walks have been restricted to 2-mile walks to and from the local restaurants for lunch recently.
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John Marsden

Off to East Sussex on Thursday, so here are my orders:

Have a great trip to East Sussex – I’ve still got another month to go before we start our vacation, but I just
had a weeklong trip to Sao Paolo for business.
Murray Egan
Good to hear that you are getting more regular on your business travels….myself as
well. As I write this, I'm back in my college alma mater of Boulder Colorado...and boy has it changed. WAY
more people, buildings, condos, restaurants, etc. I guess that is progress.

Great to hear that you’re finally able to travel again. The trip to Sao Paolo for the ABRAFATI trade show
and some customer calls was good, and it was nice to be back in Brazil again. I hope you had an enjoyable
time back in Boulder – did you visit your old college. Not surprisingly, I don’t visit Warwick that often. I
think I last visited about 10 years ago, but there are possibilities that there may be a Crets visit again this
year, 40 years after we first moved into our student digs at Bullshead Lane at the start of our second year.
This was where the Crets were named, although we’d known each other for a year.
Murray Egan
The trip back to Boulder gave me a short diversion onto CU campus, but this trip was
mostly focused on an un-used grave site that my parents purchased many years ago (my dad changed his
mind later and decided to bury my mom in the family graveyard back in South Dakota).

Glad you got to visit CU again, even for a short diversion. I’m certainly hoping to revisit Warwick again,
maybe wearing a Southern Miss T-shirt that my friends at Waterborne gave me. I guess USM is now the
closest thing I have to a US College, even though I’ve still not visited Hattiesburg MS.
Michael Pargman

I hope you and the family are all fine, and that you get some vacation.

We should be heading to England again in August, if the airline industry doesn’t implode before then. I’m
looking forward to a break as I haven’t had much time off since the Christmas and New Year holidays.
Michael Pargman
I spent 5 days in Warsaw. It was a nice and interesting city. Most of it was destroyed
in World War II, but the whole Old Town had been rebuilt to look like it used to do. English worked fine in
most places and with trams, buses, and subway you could easily get around.

I’ve never been to Warsaw – my trips to Poland were all business and mainly in the South (Krakow,
Katowice, Bielsko-Biala) which is where most of the paint industry is. I’ve also heard that Gdansk (also a
Hansa League port) is very nice.
Michael Pargman
They have received more than 300 000 Ukrainians into their society, but they all
seem to have been integrated. No large groups roaming the streets or anything. A lot of symbols for
Ukraine, free entry for Ukrainians at museums etc. and a lot of job openings for them. I'm impressed.

That’s good to hear.
David Cowie
RU55 WAR. It's more likely to belong to a man called something like Russell Warner
than to a supporter of the Russian war, but "Men's names beginning Russ... War..." wasn't the first thing
that I thought of when I saw this.
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Curious how old the car is – I can’t follow UK plate numbers anymore. Maybe a statement or an
embarrassment now.
Mike Townsend
Probably a private number plate sold by DVLA for an extortionate amount. Might not
be worth so much now mind you!

Yes, not a plate to make you popular.
Brad Martin
After the "excitement" of the elections, many people breathed a sigh of relief. We no
longer have a Trump-like prime-minister in charge. Hurray! Anthony Albanese seems to be an honest and
decent bloke, it just remains to be seen if his government is able to reverse the many deleterious acts of
the Tories, and then implement policies that deliver a better society.
Most people {naturally, that excludes the right-wingers} are happy that the Australian
elections in May returned so many Greens and Independents. And even many right-wingers are glad to see
the back of the former prime minister - he was an embarrassing buffoon. There is a record number of
women in the new cabinet (10 out of 23), which is good. But I reckon the opportunity to appoint a majority
of women was missed, when it could have been easily done. Even if symbolic, some of the Labour women
appear to be decent types, rather than just apparatchiks.

I hope your happiness with the Government lasts. I did get the impression that the last Government had
overstayed it’s welcome.
Carolyn Townsend Interesting politics with the supreme court in US. Press in the UK are saying
contraception and same sex marriage are next on their agenda. What has happened to progress and
liberalisation in the world? I'm worried women's vote will be next on the list after the others.

It’s hard to comment on the US politics at the moment, other than the SCOTUS appears to be flexing its
political muscle after Trump tilted the balance heavily to the conservatives. I have heard that the ruling is a
state ruling, not a national ruling, so individual states can ban abortions (and presumably everything else
that Clarence Thomas decides needs banning, except gun control) but others are not forced to do so.
However, this will make the State elections more interesting this year, especially with Biden’s unpopularity
and lack of presence.
Murray Egan
I hope you have many fun outings this summer at baseball games, concerts, etc. On
this end it looks like a few concerts and bike outings that will keep Sue and I busy.

I hope you’re enjoying the summer and getting out and about. We have quite a few concerts lined up now,
starting next Friday when we explore the new concert venue in nearby Quakertown to enjoy Queensryche.
There’s definitely a hard rock theme to the next few concerts.
Mike Townsend
It has been a crazy few weeks with (so it would seem) barely any nights in my own
bed! We managed festivals 2 and 3 out of this year's 5. These 2 were always going to be the most
challenging (but of course potentially also the most rewarding).

You certainly have been getting round to lots of festivals recently. I think I would have struggled to go to any
of these festivals as I’ve done something to my back and my movement is quite limited. It’s really not fun and
quite limiting.
Mike Townsend
My expectations for Glastonbury were pretty low as the line-up seemed quite poor.
As it turned out this was certainly not the case. I saw all or part of 25 different bands, 1 DJ and 1 Circus act
across the 4 days that we were there. Even more unexpected was that Paul McCartney was the greatest
highlight. He started with Can't Buy Me Love and then played a varied set with a lot of Wings stuff sounding
quite good. Most of the classics came out later. Real highlight was Dave Grohl and then especially Bruce
Springsteen joining and playing Glory Days. How could Paul keep going for that long at that age phenomenal. Voice still great too. He was even quite charming with some of his stories between songs.
Almost on the same level was Robert Plant and Alison Krauss singing Battle of Evermore - just
mesmerizing. Other than these two I also greatly enjoyed Steve Knightley and Seth Lakeman performing
together in a small tent; Tankus the Henge (obscure small band who put on a great act, and I seem to have
managed to see at 3 festivals in the last year) performing on a tiny outdoor stage; and by far my biggest
surprise - Pet Shop Boys - just a string of very danceable hits. Of course, with Glastonbury it's not all about
the bands, it's also about the whole atmosphere of the place, and all the crazy little places you can find
hidden in the huge maze of the site. Somehow it still remains true to its non-commercial roots, and this is
still what sets it apart.
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We followed your pictures and tales from Glastonbury and Rock Werchter on Facebook, and you certainly
had a good time. I heard very good reviews of Paul McCartney and it’s good to hear that he can still sing,
as singers that age can be hit and miss. Steve Knightley and Seth Lakeman sound like a great duo. I’m not
too surprised that the Pet Shop Boys were good – even though their musical genre is not my favourite, they
have produced many great songs.
Mike Townsend
Steve and Seth really were great. They complement each other really well on each
other's songs. When you get the best of Show of Hands combined with the best of Seth masterfully played
by two guys who are clearly musical geniuses and in quite a small tent it really is something quite special.

Sounds great. How would you compare Seth with Phil Beer? I think I’ve listened to Phil Beer the longest as
he was in some of the early incarnations of the Albion Band.
Carolyn Townsend We are off to Wickham festival the first weekend of August as we enjoyed last year
so much. Hopefully, it will be dry and the toilets mud free. Fingers crossed .

Hope you enjoy Wickham. We enjoyed it last year and I’d like to go again sometime, but we couldn’t make it
work this year.
Mike Townsend
So back on Monday and a bit of a turnaround to set off for Belgium on Wednesday
afternoon for Rock Werchter. We arrived on Thursday following a few minor challenges (forgetting car
insurance documents and a hotel room that we could not access at midnight in France). A very different
festival than Glastonbury and with them being almost back-to-back the differences are starker. Way more
organised and compact with a clear focus just on great music across only 4 stages. I have not had a
chance to really reflect on what we saw. Initial thoughts suggest Michael Kiwanuka whose 2 albums I really
like (but was on a completely different level of performance live); and Metallica who just blasted away all
the other headliners with a stonking show full of their best songs. It was overall a bit of an invasion of the
Americans. Red Hot Chili Peppers were fun especially Flea and the songs from "blood sugar sex magik"
are still awesome. Imagine Dragons put on quite a performance and the lead singer is definitely one for the
ladies! Tyler Joseph from Twenty-One Pilots is just insane - he climbed up the scaffolding at the side of the
stage and performed half a song from above the stage - health and safety must have been having kittens!

You should give PinkPop in Holland a try next year – the name is a reference to Pinksten (Whitsun), not the
colour. My cousin often attends and says it’s good.
Mike Townsend
The Killers also put on a damn good show. Of course, there were also plenty of good
British bands there plus even the odd one from Belgium!

I was doing another YouTube crawl for music videos for the Lyric Quiz and came across the following,
recorded at Rock Werchter in 2001 - (118) Krezip - I Would Stay (Live at Rock Werchter 2001) - YouTube.
Krezip were a student band from Eindhoven (if I remember correctly) but this was one of the Dutch songs I
most remember from our time in Holland. Their albums were pretty decent too.
Mike Townsend
After a very short stay in a nice hotel at Brussels Airport, and a trip to a hypermarket
in Calais to stock up on Wine and Beer, we arrived home not too late on Monday evening. Time for a Covid
test before going to work and guess what - we were both positive! No big symptoms and I guess good to
get it over with early on is the current wave.

I remember the hypermarkets in France – we would also have stocked up with cheese.
Murray Egan
As for concerts, this Friday I will get to see REO Speedwagon, Styx, and
Loverboy...next month hopefully Jason Aldean. Have a fun summer,

Sounds like a great series of concerts. We still haven’t seen REO Speedwagon (they’re on the list) or
Loverboy, but Styx were great. Dennis de Young (former lead singer of Styx and now touring solo with his
own band) is also really good in concert and well worth seeing if he come your way. Despite his age (73 I
think), he hasn’t lost his voice and he’s a great showman and raconteur. We’re off to see Asia on Sunday in
nearby Sellersville and then Queensryche (something subtle) at a new venue in Quakertown and some more
rock lined up in August and September. Enjoy your summer too and I hope our paths can cross again
somewhere soon.
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Mike Townsend
I saw Queensryche supporting Dio many, many years ago and thought they were
stunning. That inspired me to buy Operation Mindcrime which I still rate as a great album. Not sure what
they have done in the last 30 years, but I guess they will play some of that old stuff?

I can’t remember if it was you that introduced me to Queensryche or if I heard “Queen of the Reich” first on
Tommy Vance. I fully agree about Operation Mindcrime which I still enjoy. The 12” single I bought with
“Queen of the Reich” and “Lady Wore Black” was also excellent. Sadly, Geoff Tate, their original singer
has left, but hopefully they’ll put on a good show.
Carolyn Townsend We are looking forward to Cropredy which will be our fourth festival this year. At least
there will be chance to relax at Cropredy. Is it just yourself and Jacqueline this year? We are bringing the
clan- Adam can't resist a free meal and Rachel likes the girl’s chat.
Mike Townsend
So, looking forward to seeing you at Cropredy which I guess will be a bit more
relaxing than the full-on experience of the last two festivals!

We’re looking forward to Cropredy, although I’m a little worried with my back.. It will be just Jacqueline
and I again as Hannah moved to be with her new boyfriend in Indiana last weekend. We’re hoping it all
works out, but she does seem happy. She would like to go to Cropredy again, but this year won’t work.
I’m a little worried about how it will be at Cropredy, although I really don’t want to miss that.
Steve Guest
Sorry for the delay, made a start, tomorrow should be definite. Feeling mostly better
but still not 100%. Two weeks in! Booked Cropredy tickets yesterday.
David Cowie
See me at Cropredy? Well, I've booked the time off work and the ticket is probably
where I left it, so yes.

Excellent – looking forward to seeing you both.
Allan Stagg
Things have been quiet for us. The boys are both well settled in their jobs, and we
have had our drive repaved. It needed it after 35 years, and it looks good.

Glad to hear that you’re doing well. We had our driveway resealed and repaired soon after we moved in but
haven’t done so since as we were waiting for the Circle to be repaired. I should get this done this year as
they finally fixed the roads on our estate (development in US English). Hannah will be moving back out
again at the end of this month to move in with her new boyfriend in Indiana. We hope this works out, but she
is much more settled now.

*****

By Fairly Popular Demand
Game End Statements
Mike Pollard
Sooo glad that the latest Nearly BPD has finished! I don't think it worked very well as
a game you could think about strategically. Far too many possible options.
Chris Hibbert
Well that was exciting. I led for much of the way but couldn't maintain at the end. I
guess flowers and plants are not my strong suit.
Steve Ham
So close. I can't say I strategize this game though I vaguely try to think a suitable
answer. My carrots didn’t pay off this time, I'll have to learn. Congratulations to Martin for the win and to you
for thinking of the interesting questions.
Jim Reader (GM)
I like this variant as it keeps the game fairly close, as demonstrated in the final round.
Some of the higher scoring variants can leave players behind quite quickly. Chris was a little unlucky,
having built and maintained a nice early lead, only to get pipped right at the end. Thanks to everyone for
playing.

By Popular Demand
Congratulations to Martin Walker (again) who scored 48 from a maximum of 55.
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Martin
Walker
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Brad
Martin
Bob
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Michael
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Andrew
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Steve
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Bob
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Doug Kent
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Brendan
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MY
CHOICES

England

Mainland
Europe

United
States

Australia /
New Zealand

Southeast
Asia
Thailand

Not a
Holiday
Destination
Ukraine

London

Paris

New York*

Sydney

48

London

Paris*

New York

Sydney

Bangkok

Luhansk

47

London

Paris

Sydney

Great Wall

Ukraine*

45

Paris*

Disneyland
New York

London

Sydney

Bali

44

London

Paris

New York

Uluru

London

Paris

New York*

Moscow

40

London

Paris

Hawaii

Great Barrier
Reef
Sydney

Angkor
Wat*
Bangkok

A Trump
Hotel
North Korea

Singapore

Ukraine

37

Stonehenge
*
Stonehenge

Eiffel
Tower
Paris

Disney
World
Las Vegas

Great Barrier
Reef
Sydney

Bangkok

Ukraine

35

Hong Kong

31

Stonehenge

Grand
Canyon
Statue of
Liberty
New York

Uluru

Great Wall

Great Barrier
Reef
Queenstown

Bangkok

Ukraine

29

Stonehenge

Eiffel
Tower
Eiffel
Tower
Paris

North
Korea*
Ukraine

Phuket*

Ibiza

27

Stonehenge
*
Norfolk
Broads
Tower of
London
London
Bridge
London

Eiffel
Tower
Costa del
Sol
Eiffel
Tower
Eiffel
Tower
Venice

Uluru

Thailand

Siberia

26

Uluru

Ukraine

23

Sydney
Opera House
Sydney
Opera House
Sydney

Angkor
Wat
Angkor
Wat
Angkor
Wat
Singapore

Sri Lanka

24

Ukraine

24

Mariupol

21

Tower of
London
London*

Euro
Disney
Paris

Mount
Rushmore
Grand
Canyon
Grand
Canyon*
Times
Square*
Los
Angeles
Statue of
Liberty
Grand
Canyon

Great Barrier
Reef
Queenstown

Angkor
Wat*
Phuket

Benidorm

19

North
Korea

39

Stonehenge

42

30

1.
A popular tourist destination in England: London (9), Stonehenge (6), Tower of London (2): Norfolk
Broads and London Bridge both score 1.

Most people that I talk to that have gone to England say they went to London.
2.
A popular tourist destination in mainland Europe: Paris (10), Eiffel Tower (6): Costa del Sol, Euro
Disney, and Venice all score 1.

Similar principal to my first answer; while I like France, Paris would not be my preferred choice of
destination.
3.
A popular tourist destination in the United States: New York (6), Grand Canyon (4), Statue of Liberty
(2): Times Square, Disney Land, Disney World, Las Vegas, Hawaii, Los Angeles, and Mount Rushmore all
score 1.

Somewhere more specific this time, the Canyon is very impressive and well worth a visit
4.
A popular tourist destination in Australia or New Zealand: Sydney (7), Uluru / Ayres Rock (4), Great
Barrier Reef (4) Queenstown (2) and Sydney Opera House (2).

This is a much harder question – so many options and I’m not sure what will be popular
5.
A popular tourist destination in Southeast Asia: Angkor Wat (5), Bangkok (4), Thailand (2), Phuket
(2), Singapore (2), Great Wall (2): Bali and Hong Kong both score 1.
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It had to be somewhere in Thailand for this one
6.
Somewhere in the world where you would not want to go on holiday: Ukraine (8), North Korea (3): A
Trump Hotel, Luhansk, Mariupol, Ibiza, Moscow, Benidorm, Siberia, and Sri Lanka all score 1.

I’m sure that North Korea would be interesting, and I always enjoyed my trips to South Korea, but it’s very
low on my list of places to go.
Comments
Allan Stagg
6 The Luhansk/Donbas part of Ukraine
Interesting to see how you will score this, you have not specified whether you were looking for city-type
answers or more specific building/monument/region answers. I have opted for the former.

I left the question deliberately open, although maybe this was a mistake. However, players were free to
interpret the question as they wished.
Mike Pollard
In contrast, I was instantly intrigued by the options available for the new game. I think the hardest choice is
going to be the place you wouldn't want to go on holiday, as sadly there are so many contenders. I'm
hoping that people will exclude the obvious war zones (e.g., Ukraine), repressive regimes (e.g., China),
deserts and frozen wastes. I think the massive floating island of waste plastic in the Pacific would be a neat
choice, but I'm hoping people go for genuine holiday destinations that many of us find rather grim. So, my
answer is Benidorm and, as someone who's actually been to Spain and seen the Brits on holiday, shame
on you if you disagree! Obviously, any English seaside resort is a strong contender - yes Blackpool and
Southend, we're thinking of you! Especially if there's a stag do or hen night during your holiday, which is
odds on.
Bob Gingell
1. London [ / Tower of London if you require specific tourist spot rather than city]
2. Paris [ / Eiffel Tower if needed]
3. New York [ / Statue of Liberty if more specific required]
4. Uluru (aka Ayers Rock)

Bob hedges his bets against my vague questions - I took Bob’s first answers
Brendan Whyte
1. A popular tourist destination in England hmm. city of place in city? (Tower of) London
2. A popular tourist destination in Mainland Europe Venice
3. A popular tourist destination in the United States LA (Disneyland)
4. A popular tourist destination in Australia or New Zealand Sydney (opera house)

Brendan also hedges his bets against my vague questions - I took his non-bracketed answers
Andy York
6. Ukraine (unfortunately)
Chris Hibbert
6. Somewhere in the world that you would NOT like to go on holiday: Ukraine, this year
Steve Ham
6. Ukraine (sadly) though Odessa looked to be a place worth visiting. Hopefully, again in my lifetime.
The questions for round Two – Music
1. An opera
2. A ballet
3. A symphony
4. A folk song
5. A musical instrument
6. A pop song

*****
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Lyric Quiz
Game Eighteen – Round Two of Five
1) “Dancing, Laughing, Drinking, Loving” (1981)
“Bedsitter” by Soft Cell https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=stb9jwd5y-k
Doug Kent (singer only), Richard Smith (singer only), Martin Walker, Jacqueline Reader

Not sure why I started here. This was a song I found many years after its release on a CD included with a
magazine.
2) “Dressing up in costumes, playing silly games, Hiding out in treetops, shouting out rude names” (1980)
“Games Without Frontiers” by Peter Gabriel https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=95SWMqzM_Sg
Doug Kent, John Hopkins (song only), John Walker, Richard Smith, David Cowie, Murray Egan, Bob
Pitman, Steve Guest, Martin Walker, Chris Hibbert, Jacqueline Reader

A classic from my high school years – the intro was immediately recognizable. The visit of “It’s a
Knockout” to Farnham also helped.
3) “Words like, when you're older, must appease him, And promises of someday make his dreams” (1970)
“Circle Game” by Joni Mitchell https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DGHjHU_Z8d8
Doug Kent, Bob Pitman, Chris Hibbert

Another song I discovered late – I love the lyrics and Joni’s singing.
4) “I've broken all your windows, And I've rammed through all your doors, Who am I to ask you to fight my
wars, And you should know that's true” (1980)
“For You” by Manfred Mann’s Earth Band https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hEGXxaGFdHs
Doug Kent, Murray Egan, Bob Pitman

I bought the “Live in Budapest” album on the basis of a magazine review while I was at Warwick. I still love
the whole album, but this is the highlight.
5) “Every thought, every smile finds its way back to you, Every step that I take, anything that I do” (1978)
“For You” by Judie Tzuke https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Z_xGx9-b3w
Bob Pitman (singer only)

I first heard this as a wake-up song on Mercia Sound radio, but it took some time to find out who sang it.
Chris Green was the person who introduced me to Judie Tzuke.
6) “And when you stand you're so grand there's a case just for looking at you, You're so young, you could
have been the devil's son” (1973)
“48 Crash” by Suzi Quattro https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eJxDDxcMKRY
John Hopkins, Bob Pitman (singer only)

Back to my pre-teens and the joy of discovering glam rock on Top of the Pops.
7) “My happiness was paid for when they laid their money down, For summers in a summer camp and
winters in the town” (1973)
“Free Electric Band” by Albert Hammond https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f2zoq2uI0Fc
Doug Kent, John Hopkins, Bob Pitman, Martin Walker (singer only)

I discovered this on Capital Radio, doing my homework with a cassette loaded into my radio-cassette and
the record and pause button on waiting for new music.
8) “I could search the whole world over, Until my life is through” (1995)
“Never Find Another You” by The Seekers https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Ga9Bs4fzSY
Brendan Whyte, Doug Kent (song only), John Hopkins, Jacqueline Reader

This was one of my Mum’s favourite songs and it was played at her funeral. I like the Seekers and Judith
Durham’s voice but prefer some of their other songs.
9) “There's nothing left, All gone and run away, Maybe you'll tarry for a while” (1975)
“Come Up and See Me (Make Me Smile” by Steve Harley and Cockney Rebel
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dAoaVU3-ve0
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Doug Kent (song only), John Walker, Richard Smith, Bob Pitman

Another classic from my high school years – I loved the attitude that Steve Harley seemed to portray.
10) “Well, I'm not the kind to live in the past, The years run too short and the days too fast” (1978)
“Time Passages” by Al Stewart https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AwRfa8Duwl4
Doug Kent, John Hopkins, Murray Egan, Martin Walker

The video link shows the recent concert we attended in Harrisburg, so you might spot us in the audience.
He’s still a great showman and raconteur.
Comments
Doug Kent
1. This is either a soft cell song or a marc almond solo song, but I can’t remember the title so I will just
guess Soft Cell and leave it at that, with no title
4. For You – Manfred Mann’s Earth Band (giving us the year means I know you don’t want the Springsteen
original.. I always loved the lyrics to this one. It’s not your nursery mouth I came back for)
7. The Free Electric Band – Albert Hammond (I was just discussing It Never Rains in Southern California
with someone this week)
8. I’ll Never Find Another You by some man and woman vocal group
9. Make Me Smile but I don’t remember who did the original version, Erasure covered it but obviously not in
that year
10. Time Passages – Al Stewart (such a great LP)
John Hopkins
Meanwhile (having noted the song dates, I had hoped to do better than the following)
Richard Smith
7) Gypsies, Tramps, and Thieves by Cher?
Bob Pitman
1. Bryan Adams - Summer of 69 (No idea, pure guess!)
2. Games without Frontiers - Peter Gabriel. There’s luck, just listened through my Gabriel and Genesis near
the start of the G’s… currently on Golden Earring. I think even without the recent listen it the lyrics would
have led me towards this!
3. Buffy Saint Marie – Circle game: I’ve got this single I’m sure and Soldier Blue and “the Big Ones get
Away” an under-rated singer!
5 Judy Tzuke – ? can’t remember the song but I remember it being wildly vocal… my first thought was the
Police – I’ll be watching you, but 1978 is too early.
6. Devil Gate Drive – Suzy Quattro. Not sure, Quattro rings a bell… could it be Cozy Powell – Dance with
the Devil (I can’t remember if that had lyrics!), Johnny Cash – Devil to pay (but I think that was earlier) The
only one I can remember of his from around then was Man in Black and that doesn’t seem right!
7. Free Electric Band – Albert Hammond. Could hear the song! Andrew Gold – Lonely boy sprang to mind
first but that’s later…
8. Dusty Springfield. I can hear the songs cadence, which is really annoying, no idea on the song… this is a
guess!!
9. Come up and see me (Make me smile) – Steve Harley and Cockney Rebel. There’s a song that
everyone is going to get, memorable lyrics!
10. Gloria Gaynor - No idea, pure guess!
Dane Maslen
It turns out that several of the R1 songs were ones that I like, but evidently don't know enough of the words
to. Failing to get 'Lola' by The Kinks was probably the most annoying miss. Several of the R2 lyrics sound
vaguely familiar, but my score this round is going to be the same as last round, which is particularly
frustrating for a set of lyrics from the 60s, 70s and 80s.
Steve Guest
Miserable round this time. No theme to get me going, not that it might have helped with one.
Chris Hibbert
5) Police, is it called "Every Breath you take"?
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Scores
Doug Kent
John Hopkins
Murray Egan
Bob Pitman
Jacqueline Reader
Martin Walker
Richard Smith
Steve Guest
Jim Reader
Tom Howell
Brendan Whyte
John Walker
Chris Hibbert
David Cowie
Dane Maslen

13 (31)
9 (17)
6 (14)
12 (12)
6 (12)
7 (11)
5 (11)
2 (10)
0 (6)
0 (6)*
2 (6)
4 (5)
4 (4)
2 (4)
0 (0)

Game Seventeen – Round Three of Five
The third set of lyrics come from me and again there is no theme. These also came from another trawl
through music videos on You Tube, although I chose a radically different start point to last time and a much
more upbeat selection and modern selection, although I’m amazed that the 90s songs are 25 years old.
The beat on 7 and 8 still sound great. Song 6 features two singers, a male and female. Score 1 point each
for the artist and song title for each song below.
1) “It's a thief in the night to come and grab you (aha), It can creep up inside you and consume you (aha)”
2) “Dance the night away, Grab somebody, drink a little more” (2011)
3) “She turned around and gave that big booty a smack (hey), She hit the floor (she hit the floor)” (2007)
4) “She's into superstitions, Black cats and voodoo dolls, I feel a premonition, That girl's gonna make me
fall” (1999)
5) “Show me how you want it to be, Tell me, baby, 'cause I need to know now, oh, because” (1998)
6) Baby, I am missing you, I want you by my side, And I hope you'll miss me too, Come back and stay”
(1993)
7) “Call him Mr. Raider, Call him Mr. Wrong, Call him insane, He'd say: I know what I want, And I want it
now” (1993)
8) “You can feel it everywhere, Lift your hands and voices, Free your mind and join us, You can feel it in the
air” (1992)
9) “This dance ain't for everybody, Only the sexy people, So all you fly mothers, get on out there and dance
Dance, I said!” (1986)
10) “They didn't want to hang, They died with blazing guns, And so the story ends, Of one who left no
friends (1977)

Bonus Round – The Cropredy Special
Another bonus round as the deadline will come after this year’s Cropredy festival. The lyrics below are
taken from bands that will appear at Cropredy this year, including five from the festivals main act. Note, one
may be a parody cover version in place of the original. As usual, one point for identifying the song and
another point for the artist; there will also be one bonus point awarded for each correctly identified song that
I hear played at the festival.
1) “Live those dreams, Scheme those schemes, Got to hit me (hit me), Hit me (hit me), Hit me with those
laser beams (1983)
2) “Circled tomb of a different age, Secret lines carved on ancient stone, Heroic Kings laid down to rest
Forgotten is the race that no one knows” (1983)
3) “I've never seen so many men ask you, If you wanted to dance, They're looking for a little romance,
Given half a chance” (1986)
4) “We are stardust, we are golden, We are billion-year-old carbon, And we've got to get ourselves
Back to the garden” (1970)
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5) “I heard you on my wireless back in '52, Lying awake, intent at tuning in on you” (1980)
6) “Through Cropredy in Oxfordshire the Cherwell takes its course, And the willows weep into its waters
clear” (1988)
7) “Saying, "How do you like my feather bed, And how do you like my sheets, How do you like my lady
Who lies in your arms asleep?" (1969)
8) “The sun has set, and it is dark, But the star of the enchanted tune is bright as any spark, The chorus of
the dusk regail the evening lark” (1975)
9) “One hand in your mouth and your finger in your eye, Undertakers bow their heads as you go walking
by” (1970)
10) “The way is up along the road, the air is growing thin, Too many friends who tried, blown off this
mountain with the wind” (1968)
“

*****

6 Nimmt! 15
Game Start
The following players signed up for the final game of 6 Nimmt! - John Walker, Kev Lee, Dane Maslen,
Arthur Owen, Carolyn Townsend, and Steve Ham. Tom Howell, Bob Pitman, and Bob Gingell have also
signed up. There is room for one more player if you would like to join.
This game will again have four hands. The first two will be regular 6 Nimmt games with all 104 cards used
for the initial deals. The third and fourth hands will have an almost perfect distribution – the start cards will
be drawn first, then each player will get one car in the range 1 – 10, another from the range 11 – 20 and so
on, up to 104 with the deck cards will be drawn first. The missing four numbers drawn first will be replaced
by the numbers 101 – 104 and drawn with appropriate set of 10 cards
HAND 1

44
5

49
1

76
1

HAND 2

91
1

58
1

71
1

95
2

HAND 3

101
1

32
1

44
5

74
1

HAND 4

91
1

6
1

18
1

24
1

84
1

*****

Tea Dance
Game 9 – Round Five Holdover
Unfortunately, I did not receive orders from Arthur or Ian, so will have to hold this game over. I have orders
on file from Steve.

*****
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Breaking Away 12
Game Start
It’s three years since the last game start for Breaking Away. The following players have signed up - Allan
Stagg, Chris Hibbert, Ian Owen, and Richard Smith. Unfortunately, I did not receive any orders from Arthur
or Ian, so I will have to hold the game start over. I have orders on file from everyone else although these
can be changed if you wish.
Rules for this game can be found at https://variablepig.org/rules/breaking.html.

*****

Bus Boss (Lehigh Valley) BB400LHV
Round Eleven

36. Kintnerville (9H) –
Walnutport (KS)
37. Bethlehem (5H) –
Easton (5C)
38. Fountain Hill (2H)
– Northampton (2D)
39. Fogelsville (10S) –
Tadmor (9C)
40. Limeport (10D) –
Reading (5S)
41. Fullerton (4D) –
Alpha (AC)
42. New Tripoli (4S) –
Emmaus (9D)
43. Revere (8H) –
Youngsville (KC)
44. Cherryville (AD) –
Palmerton (QS)
Points from Last Turn
Points from Races
Builds
Total
TEAR:
ROGER:
VRE:
GLEE:

VRE
Brad Martin
Blue

ROGER
Roger Trethewey
Green

5

+2
13
-2

10
-1

+2+3
20
+1

GLEE
Bob Gingell
Purple

12
-3

30
15
+5
5
-2
7
+4–5+2

296
45
341

13
-2
7
-4
15
-3
10

231
49
- 11
269

15
-5
12
+2+2
16
+5-2
15
10
-3+2

+3
10
+3-2

229
101

322
75

330

397

No builds
Martins Creek - New York; Hellertown - Coopersburg
No builds
No builds

The sixth and final set of races is
45. Bowmanstown (2S) – Alburtis (8S):
47. Chapman (QC) – Martins Creek (6C):
49. Jim Thorpe (AS) – Bethlehem (3H):
51. Bloomsbury (QH) – Nazareth (8C):
Enter up to five races.
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TEAR
Kev Lee
Black
30
-2

46. Quakertown (KD) – Allentown (7D)
48. New York (KH) – Riegelsville (JH)
50. Philipsburg (2C) – Catasauqua (3D)
52. Topton (7S) – Coopersburg (QD)
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Bus Boss (Lehigh Valley) BB401LHV
Round Eleven
LV could not have built Northampton to Walnutport last round as TOKEN had already built this in Round 8. I
have refunded Arthur’s build costs.
????
Ian (NMR)
Green
36. Hellertown (6H) –
ABE Airport (AC)
37. Jim Thorpe (AS) –
Bath (10C)
38. Alpha (AC) –
Emmaus (9D)
39. Reading (5S) –
Kintnerville (9H)
40. Walnutport (KS) –
Allentown (5D)
41. Limeport (10D) –
Bethlehem (3H)
42. Nazareth (8C) –
Northampton (2D)
43. Bowmanstown
(2S) – New York (KH)
44. Trexlertown (9S) –
Milford (10H)
Points from Last Turn
Points from Races
Total

11
- 1 (toll) + 3 –
2+3+2
20
+2

PPL
Jacqueline
Red
15
+3-3
13
- 3 (toll) - 3
4
- 1 (toll) - 3

PUB
Richard
Black

5
- 3 (toll) + 3 2-3
5
- 1 (toll) + 2 –
3–1+2

20
-3+3

16
- 3 (toll)
20
-2+5

The sixth and final set of races is
45. Philipsburg (2C) – Tadmor (9C)
47. Bethlehem (4H) – Riegelsville (JH)
49. Quakertown (KH) – Bloomsbury (QH)
51. Revere (8H) – Martins Creek (6C)
Enter up to 5 races.

+1

LV
Arthur (NMR)
Blue

8
- 3 (toll) – 2 +
3
10
-1 (toll) –2 - 2

10
-2
15
-1

192
81
273

TOKEN
Martin
Orange
15
-3+3
4
- 3 (toll) + 2 +
2

15
+1
10
+3-3
15
-1

15
+1
9

5
10
+2-5

286
38
329

216
30
246

260
66
321

178
36
214

46. Cherryville (AD) – Allentown (6D)
48. Slatedale (3S) – Alburtis (8S)
50. Youngsville (KC) – Maxatawny (6S)
52. Macungie (JS) – Coopersburg (QD)

Bus Boss (New Forest) BB407NF
GM: Bob Gingell
The second round sees DEER take routes that others are interested in, but they all have good alternatives.
DEER, Blue (Brad Martin): 88-12 = 76
Minstead – Fritham; Brockenhurst – Lymington [3+2, 5+2 = 12]
PONY, Red (Richard Smith): 89-12 = 77
Minstead – Ringwood – Bournemouth [7+2, 1+2 = 12]
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ROGER, Green (Roger Trethewey): 88-12 = 76
Lyndhurst – Holmsley; Ashurst – Totton [6+2, 2+2 = 12]
Round 3 bidding order: Richard, Roger, Brad

Bus Boss (Orwell and Stour) – BB409OSE
Round One
MALTINGS
Capel St Mary - Brantham - Manningtree
Steve Ham (brown)
BANK: 120 – 12 = 108
MALTINGS: Muddling Answers and Lying Terribly Is Not a Good Strategy

I like the name for your Bus Boss company. There was a maltings in Farnham where I grew up but that’s the
only one I have known. Last time I was there, it had become a small concert venue and I saw Al Stewart
there. Do you have a maltings near you?
I thought you might be already aware of Mistley Maltings. https://www.erih.net/i-want-to-gothere/site/mistley-maltings/. Going to secondary school in Chelmsford I vividly remember a Geography field
trip which was really an extended coach tour around the sites of North Essex. Although the river is beautiful
the other thing I remember was the smell of the Maltings.

That’s a real Doh moment – how could I forget the Edme plant. I guess it’s because I see the Edme sign
when we’re driving through, rather than a Maltings sign. The Manningtree – Harwich branch line runs
right through it and one of my Mum and Dad’s (and ours) favourite restaurants, The Mistley Thorn, is close
by. I highly recommend the Thorn if you’re in the area. Mistley is a nice town and there is great walking and
birdwatching along the Stour towards Wrabness and Harwich.
TEA
Wherstead – Tattingstone - Brantham
Andy York (blue)
BANK: 120 – 12 = 108
TEA: Train, Elevated, (on) Autopilot
TED
Manningtree – Mistley – Bradfield Heath - Wrabness
Jacqueline Reader (red)
BANK: 120 – 12 = 108
TED: Tendring Express Delivery
SWELL
Capel St. Mary – Langham - West
Bob Gingell (black)
BANK: 120 – 12 = 108
SWELL: Southern Ways Excite Lazy Londoners
The build order for next round is Andy, Jacqueline, Bob, and Kev.
Question - the narrative says that folks can use the ferries for a cost of 3, but the map seems to indicate
only 1 is 3 with the others 2.

Please see below in Bob’s clarification – the cost for ferries when buying routes or used in races is a fixed
rate of 3, irrespective of the ferry length (the length is used in racing)

Bus Boss (Orwell and Stour) – BB410OSE
Richard Smith joins the select group of Brad, Jim, and Roger to see who can create the most profitable bus
company in this area of the border between Essex and Suffolk.
GM note: Clarifications on ferries
1.
Purchase of a route at the far end of a ferry is possible but to do so you must have a land route to a
ferry port that was established in a previous Round.
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2.
Ferries that are used in races or when buying routes cost 3 to the bank irrespective of the length of the
ferry.
3.
Players may use as many ferries as they wish both when buying routes and when racing. Each ferry
route used in any one race is included within the calculation of the total of rented routes for which the
maximum is 10 points.
4.
During races the total route length includes the ferry length plus 1 (for embarking and disembarking):
that additional 1 pip does not count towards the rental maximum of 10 but just like the pips added for
changing route colour it does count in the calculation of total route length when determining whether a route
is more than double the shortest route.
5.
Using a ferry in a race does not add points for changing colour – effectively the ferry is treated as
being the same colour as the route used to reach (or leave) the port.
6.
If a race is drawn solely between two of the ferry ports, it will be re-drawn.
Press: Richard (GEORGE): This weekend … as it's my birthday (59, a mere sprog in the postal gaming
world) I will be having a few sherbets. [Happy birthday young lad and I hope you did not overdo it.]
(Thunderbird's spellchecker suggested Wolverstone should have a double o, and according to Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Woolverstone it does).
Round 1 bidding order: Brad, Jim, Roger, Richard
ESTUARY [Express Steam-Trains Utilise Accessible Railways Yonder], blue
(Brad Martin): 100 -12 = 88.
Great Bromley - Lawford – Brantham [4+2, 4+2 = 12]
HDMVTT [Harwich, Dovercourt and Manningtree Express Via the Mistley Thorn], yellow
(Jim Reader): 100 -12 = 88.
Manningtree – Mistley – Bradfield Heath – Wrabness [1 + 2, 2 + 2, 3 + 2 = 12]
ROGER, green [I miss the usual inventive explanation of this acronym]
(Roger Trethewey): 100 -11 = 89.
Colchester - Great Bromley - Little Bentley [5+2, 2+2 = 11]
GEORGE [Great Eastern Omnibuses Running Green Engines], red
(Richard Smith): 100 -12 = 88.
Little Bentley – Lawford – Dedham [4+2, 4+2 = 12]
Round 2 bidding order: Jim, Roger, Richard, Brad

*****

Fair Means or Foul 6
Round Thirteen
Auction House
Who knew that Lord John was such a huge fan of the Pittsburgh Painter as he forked out a small fortune
for his glasses? Mysteriously, the check vanished before it could be cashed, with ‘Orrible Owen the chief
suspect.
Castle
A treat for art lovers this month with two fine displays to enjoy. Baron Brendan’s exhibit of ABBC (1850)
was adjudged to be the better value, although Earl Martin’s show of EEF (1910) was also enjoyable.
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Cheques
Thieves
Location next turn

Brendan Whyte
9, 13
4, 9
Auction House

2/1

3/2

4/2

5/3

5/3

3/2

4/2

5/3

3/2
JW
3/2

Brad Martin
11, 14, 21, 23
3, 10
Auction House

4/2

4/2

4/2

2/1

2/1
BM
3/2

John Walker
3, 10, 15
(2), (11)
Castle
3/2

4/2

4/2

4/2

3/2

4/2

Arthur Owen
16, 22
1, 12
Auction House
3/2
BW
2/1

4/2
5/3

2/1
AO
Finish

Please can you send in orders for your first action and second location (auction house or castle) for next
round; the location can be made provisional upon the outcome of the next round. At the auction next month
are a German Papier-mâché Doll (C 1860) and Elephant Mask (A 1929). In Jail are John’s Thief 2 and
John’s Thief 11. Rules for this game can be found at https://variablepig.org/rules/fmof.html

*****

The Golden Strider 5
Round Ten
There were NMRs from Arthur and Ian this round so the default orders were used.
P
1

S
33

2

32

3

30

4

31

5

25

5

25

5

25

8

22

Runner
Bill Player
Ian Owen
Kelly Watson
Richard Smith
Silver Strider
John Walker
Lone Ranger
Arthur Owen
Holly Jockeystix
Allan Stagg
Kenyan Hills
Bob Pitman
Terry Knott
Chris Hibbert
Mo Phal
Steve Ham

Cards
10/5, 8/6, 3/7, 9/8, 10/9, 0/10

P
10/5

D
0

M
10

B
0

R
0

O
1

10/5, 10/6, 10/7, 10/8, 0/9,
1/10
9/4, 10/6, 9/7, 10/8, 9/9, 1/10

10/5

3

7

0

1

0

9/4

2

7

0

1

0

8/4, 8/5, 5/6, 4/7, 9/9, 2/10

8/4

0

8

0

2

0

8/4, 7/6, 8/7, 9/8, 10/9, 10/10

7/6

0

3

4

10

0

6/3, 8/6, 9/7, 8/8, 10/9, 10/10

6/3

0

3

3

8

0

6/5, 7/6, 9/7, 10/8, 4/9, 10/10

7/6

0

4

3

8

0

9/4, 0/5, 9/6, 10/8, 10/9, 0/10

0/5

0

0

0

0

3

Rules for this game can be found at https://variablepig.org/rules/golden.html . Please send your moves for
next round. This is a 70-space race, not steeplechase. must play their x/4 card (marked in bold) next round.

*****

Grand National 3
Round Thirteen
Zaisan and Human both should have stumbled at fence 23 last round, having played 13JP and the TN was
12. The 10-point penalty for this has been applied this round. My thanks to Dane for spotting the mistake.
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Two more fallers this round as the race heads to a close finish. Steve Ham takes advantage of having two
horses still in the hunt and sacrifices The Last One to help The Next One into the lead.
Player

Horse

Steve Ham
John Walker
Chris Hibbert
Mike Townsend
Dane Maslen
Allan Stagg
Michael Pargman
John Walker
Allan Stagg
NPC
Ian Owen N.M.R.
Arthur Owen N.M.R.
Ian Owen N.M.R.
NPC
Steve Ham
NPC
Steve Guest
NPC
NPC
NPC
Steve Guest
Richard Smith
Dane Maslen
Richard Smith
Roger Trethewey
Arthur Owen
Natalie Amery
Roger Trethewey
Chris Hibbert
Natalie Amery
Michael Pargman
NPC
NPC
Jon Carter
Mike Townsend
Jon Carter
NPC
Brendan Whyte
Tom Howell
Brendan Whyte
Tom Howell

The Next One
Horse
Zaisan
Hopping Mad
Red Bum
Neddy
Rapid
Human
Dobbin
Mr Consistent
Little Donkey
Blue Gin
Jules the Mule
Lounge Lizard (12+d6)
The Last One
Metro Gnome
Spiced Rum
Fade Away
Slow Riser
Chaos Theory (5d6-1)
Overproofed Rum
Rubbish Tip
Ankle
Hello Sweetie
Crawler
Red Rum
Global Pandemic
Creeper
Zocalo
Emergency Measures
Rival
Aquarius (2d6+9)
Mediator (3d8)
Mad Hatter
Crazy Frog
March Hare
Middle Man (Median)
Beta Test
Tripp
Alpha Male
Oops

JP at Fence Twenty
Five (Valentine's Brook, JP at Fence Twenty Six
(Plain Fence, TN equal to
TNs equal to the
the lowest JP)
highest and lowest JP)
16
3
17
18
15
15
15
14
16
15
17
16
16
16
16
16
16
17
16
16
15
14
17
16
14
15
13
16
1

Starting JP

Comments

JP after Fence
Twenty Four

Penalties

Correction from fence 23

10

Correction from fence 23

10

Stumbles fence 26
Falls fence 26
Falls fence 25
Falls fence 24
Falls fence 24
Falls fence 23
Falls fence 22
Falls fence 22
Falls fence 21
Falls fence 21
Falls fence 20
Falls fence 19
Falls fence 18
Falls fence 16
Falls fence 14
Falls fence 13
Falls fence 12
Falls fence 11
Falls Fence 10
Falls fence 9
Falls fence 9
Falls fence 8
Falls fence 8
Falls fence 5
Falls fence 4
Falls Fence 2
Falls Fence 2
Falls Fence 1
Falls Fence 1

10

247
255
241
228
219
208
201
208
161
116
104
108
89
117

228
220
201
199
188
175
169
166
128
84
75
75
50
88

The 27th fence is an Open Ditch where the trouble numbers are generated by rolling a D8 and a D12 giving
one or two TNs and the 28th fence is a Plain Fence where the trouble number is equal to the lowest JP
played. The final round (15) fences are both Plain Fences. The following horse, played by the GM, will also
start the race, and move as described below. Rules for this game can be found at
https://variablepig.org/rules/grandnational.html
MISTER CONSISTENT (16 at each fence)
Press
Michael Pargman

Just happy if I can come out of this without falling...

*****

Hare and Tortoise 6
Game Six – Round Ten
Rascal opens the round enjoying his second lettuce of the game. Alice collects 30 carrots for lying in 3rd
place, but she can wait no longer for the Lettuce Space and bounds forward to the next Hare, who refunds
his 15 carrots for the move. Tommy is another that receives a much-needed carrot top-up, 50 carrots for
lying in 5th place and he edges forward a couple of spaces. Bouncing Bunny’s first two options are
blocked, so he moves to a nearby carrot space. John continues to collect carrots before Big Bertie (note
corrected lettuce total) extends his lead. Rascal ends the round by collecting 30 carrots and vacating the
popular lettuce square and moving forward one space .
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Player
Bouncing Bunny
Brad Martin
John Walker
Big Bertie
Kev Lee
Rascal
Arthur Owen N.M.R.
Alice
John Marsden
Tommy
Ian Owen N.M.R.

Start Square
45

Finish Square
43

Carrots
38

Lettuces
2

Next Turn
3

51

51

112

3

4

35

31

27

1

5

42

93

1

6

44

42
41
39

112

2

1 and 7

48

46

60

2

2

Please send your moves for round ten next time. Please also remember to include provisional orders for
your moves in case your target square(s) is blocked. Rules and the map for this game can be found at
https://variablepig.org/rules/haretort.html.

*****

Maneater 5
Round Eleven
No orders from Arthur and Ian this round, so their moves were made by the GM.
Game One
The game of cat and mouse between the remaining swimmer and shark continued,
with Red Roger opting to swim due west instead of continuing forward towards the beach. The ploy was
successful as the shark swam around his intended victim. Red Roger can reach home beach next round so
this game is over.
Game Two
Ian Green almost makes it home (80) and John Yellow continues to swim directly
towards home beach, as the Shark suddenly turns in his direction. Ian will make it home next round.
Game Three
Another cat and mouse game as Arthur Green tries to evade the shark, but with
only one leg his options are limited. The shark moves in to remove his second leg. This game can also be
declared over as Arthur can only drift and Kev can eat his swimmer before he reaches home beach,
Game Four
Kev Yellow races towards home beach (157) and Ian’s shark cannot catch him. This
game will end next round as Kev gets his third swimmer home.
Game Five
Arthur’s shark is a long way from the remaining swimmers and tries to close the
distance. Kev Blue (170) and Ian Yellow (157) both closed in the beach and will reach safety next round.

SHARK
RED
SWIMMER
GREEN
SWIMMER
BLUE
SWIMMER
YELLOW
SWIMMER

Variable Pig

Game 1
John

96

Game 2
Roger

83

Game 4
Ian

138

Roger

home Kev

RIP

Arthur

home John

RIP

RIP

John

RIP

Roger

home

Ian

home Ian
(1 leg)
RIP
Arthur

home Ian
(0 legs)
home Arthur
(1 leg)
RIP
John

Kev

home Roger

RIP

Kev

home

Arthur

RIP

172

home Kev

home Ian

John
(1 leg)

105

Game 3
Kev

Roger

29

Game 5
Arthur

116

home

Ukranian White Steppe

Rules for this game, including the map, can be found at https://variablepig.org/rules/maneater.html. Please
send moves for each game next turn. Game two is the only active game remaining as the outcome for the
other four games can be determined.
Scores
Kev
Roger
Ian
John
Arthur

18
14
11
9
6

*****

More Backpacks and Blisters 2
Round Five
Corrections
1)
I forgot to update the walker’s locations in the table last report; both Bob and Brendan spotted this
and were able to deduce their positions. Players were notified by email. The full list of start positions for this
round were –
Sky Lyne
Ramblin’ Rick
John Walker
Walkee Talkee
Arthur
Ken Dollmintcake

127
Dove Cottage
Bowfell
Crinkle Crags
Little Langdale
Holme Fell

2)
I had forgotten the new rule that players swap their special equipment at lunchtime, as this was a
new rule I had not played before. Players were contacted by email to send their preferences for the special
items (listed below), and these were resolved in order from the player with lowest score to highest score at
lunchtime. The special items in question are
Ice Axe – allows players to use marked short cuts shown on the map
Rope - allows players to use marked short cuts shown on the map
Winter Warmer – acts like a mobile café allowing players to change cards instead of moving
Crampons – allow player to use a “not in snow” card during snow or a blizzard
Compass – allow player to use a “not in poor visibility card during poor visibility or blizzard
First Aid Kit – allows player to change blister cards (only their own)
3)
Players will also receive a 2nd 50p to spend at lunchtime, but this must be spent according to the
normal play rules.
John got the moves before lunch going by joining Walkee Talkee at the top of Crinkle Crags, where the
latter was waiting. Arthur was unsure of what to do next, so decided to treat his blister. Ken Dollmintcake
took a relaxing stroll to Yew Tree Farm, but Sky Lyne hauled his way up St. Sunday Crag as the next
blizzard approached. Ramblin’ Rick felt in need of some sustenance and headed to the Café in Grasmere.
The hikers ‘enjoyed’ lunch in yet another blizzard and exchanged items and found some more cash lurking
in the rucksacks. John took the compass. Ken Dollmintcake replaced his compass with the Crampons.
Sky Lyne took the First Aid Kit, Arthur treated his second blister and took the Rope, Walkee Talkee also
treated a blister and chose the Ice Axe leaving Ramblin’ Rick with the Winter Warmer. Rick also treated
himself to another bar of chocolate from the café and treated his blister.
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Player
Sky Lyne
Bob Gingell

11.40 – 12.00
Scafell (3T3O*) to St.
Sunday Crag

12.00 – 12.20 (Lunch)
Discard Claithe
Heights (3O)

Ramblin’ Rick
Richard Smith

Garburn Pass (1T1O)
to Grasmere (original
card choice could not
be played in snow)

Discard Blister

John Walker

Holme Fell (3T1O*) to
Crinkle Crags
Discard Harrison
Sickle (2O)

Discard Grey Friar
(1T4O) #
Discard Blister

Discard Blister

Discard Blister

Little
Langdale

Little Langdale (2O) to
Yew Tree Farm

Discard Blea Tarn
(4O) #

Yew Tree
Farm

Walkee
Talkee
Brendan
Whyte
Arthur Owen
N.M.R.
Ken
Dollmintcake
Steve Ham

Location
St.
Sunday
Crag
Grasmere

Crinkle
Crags
Crinkle
Crags

Equipment
2 x 50p
First Aid Kit

Score
34

1 x 50p
Heavy
Rucksack
Winter Warmer
Chocolate
2 x 50p
Compass
2 x 50p
Ice Axe

42

2 x 50p
Rope
Chocolate
2 x 50p
Crampons
Chocolate

35

25
38

25

Each postal turn will cover 2 twenty-minute intervals so please can players send orders for their moves for
12.20 – 12.40 and 12.40 – 13.00 next time. Brendan will move first from 12.20 – 12.40 and Arthur will move
first from 12.40 – 13.00. The weather for both 12.20 – 12.40 and 12.40 – 13.00 is poor visibility. The next
vote for the heavy rucksack at 13.40.
The targets are Helm Crag, Bowfell, Little Langdale, Dow Crag and Froswick. Reminder: The ferries move
at 20 minutes past the hour and buses 40 minutes past the hour, each hour. Tea from 14.00 – 14.20.
Bonus points for returning to Ambleside are awarded from 15.00 – 16.00 and penalties for late arrival to
Ambleside apply from 16.00 – 17.00. Mountain rescue will be called out at 17.00 when any player not back
in Ambleside has to be rescued and scores 0. The rules and numbered map for this game are available at
https://variablepig.org/rules/backpack.html.
Places Visited
Bob:
Froswick (1st to target), High Street, 120, Angletarn Pike, Hart Crag, 143, Fairfield, 127, St.
Sunday Crag
Richard:
Skelwith Force, Little Langdale (1st to target) , Bowfell (1st to target), Dungeon Ghyl, Easdale
Tarn, Dove Cottage, Grasmere
John:
Blea Tarn, Dungeon Ghyl, 47, Esk Pike, Bowfell (3rd to target), Crinkle Crags
Brendan:
Skelwith Force, Little Langdale (2nd to target), Wrynose Pass, Dungeon Ghyl, Bowfell (2nd to
target), Crinkle Crags
Arthur:
Ullswater, Helm Crag (1st to target), Grasmere, Heron Pike, 60, Dungeon Ghyl, Blea Tarn,
Little Langdale (4th to target)
Steve:
Grasmere, Helm Crag (2nd to target), Little Langdale (3rd to target), Holme Fell, Yew Tree
Farm

*****

Puerto Rico
Game Eleven – Round Thirteen
Kev takes the Mayor and mans his Large Sugar Mill (twice) and a Sugar Plantation. Chris puts two settlers
into San Juan, Allan mans his factory and John mans his Large Sugar Mill. There are only two settlers
remaining, not enough to fill the colony ship so this will be the last round.
Chris takes the Builder and buys the Customs House for 5 doubloons. Allan buys a Large Sugar Mill for 2
doubloons; John buys a Harbour for 5 doubloons and Kev buys a Hacienda for 2 doubloons.
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Allan takes the Settler (+1 doubloon) and takes a coffee plantation, manned from his Hospice. John takes
a sugar plantation, also manned from his Hospice; Kev and Chris both take sugar plantations.
John takes the Captain (+1 doubloon) and begins by shipping his 2 corn to the 7 ship for 3 VP. Kev ships a
sugar to fill the 6-ship scoring 1 VP, Chris, and Allan both ship a corn to the 7 ship for 1 VP, John ships a
coffee to the 5 ship for 1 VP then Kev fills the 7 ship with his corn for 1 VP. The 6 and 7 ships are then
emptied. John and Kev both lose 1 indigo and Chris stores his enormous pile of tobacco in his small
warehouse and the game ends.
Player
John Walker

Doubloons
5

VP
10

Goods
1 indigo

Kev Lee

1

18

1 tobacco

Chris Hibbert

0

7

1 sugar
6 tobacco

Allan Stagg

0

7

-

Buildings
Large Indigo Plant (√, √, √)
Small Market (√)
Hospice (√)
Coffee Roaster (√, √)
Factory (√)
Large Sugar Mill (√, √, √)
University (√)
Residence (√)
Harbour (x)
10 of 12
Small Sugar Mill (√)
Small Market (√)
Small Indigo Plant (√)
Coffee Roaster (√, √)
Guild Hall (√)
Tobacco storage (√, x, x)
Large Indigo Plant (x, x, x)
Large Sugar Mill (√, √, x)
Hacienda (x)
10 of 12
Construction Hut (√)
Tobacco Storage (√, √, √)
Small Warehouse (√)
Small Sugar Mill (√)
Office (√)
City Hall (√)
Small Indigo Plant (x)
Customs House (x)
10 of 12
Hospice (√)
Tobacco Storage (√, √, √)
Office (√)
Large Market (√)
Small Warehouse (√)
Factory (√)
Fortress (√)
Large Sugar Mill (x, x, x)
8 of 12

Plantations
Corn (√)
Indigo (√, √, √)
Sugar (√, √)
Coffee (√)
Quarry (√, √, √)
10 of 12

Corn (√, √)
Indigo (√, x)
Sugar (√, √, x)
Tobacco (√)
Coffee (√, √)
10 of 12

Corn (√)
Sugar (√, x)
Tobacco (√, √)
Quarry (√, √, √, √)
San Juan (√, √, √)
9 of 12

Corn (√, √, √)
Sugar (√)
Tobacco (√, √)
Coffee (√)
Quarry (√, √)
San Juan (√)
9 of 12

The final scores are
John scores 22 in buildings, 10 VP chips and 5 in bonus from his Residence for a total of 37
Kev scores 18 in buildings, 18 VP chips and 10 in bonus from his Guild Hall for a total of 46
Chris scores 17 in buildings, 7 VP chips and 5 in bonus from his City Hall for a total of 29
Allan scores 19 in buildings, 7 VP chips and 6 in bonus from his Fortress for a total of 32

Congratulations to Kev Lee
Game end statements are welcome
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Game Twelve – Round Five
I misinterpreted Chris’ Mayor orders last round, but as Carolyn opened with the Mayor, the correction could be made
with his Mayor orders this round.

Carolyn takes the Mayor and mans the two spaces in her coffee roaster, then moves a settler from her corn
plantation to a coffee plantation. Brad mans his indigo plantation, John W man his tobacco plantation and
John M mans his second corn field. Five more settlers board the next colony ship.
Brad takes the Builder (+ 1 doubloon) and buys a Coffee Roaster for 4 doubloons. Chris buys a Large
Warehouse for 5 doubloons, John W passes (cannot afford intended purchase), John M buys a Hospice for
4 doubloons and Carolyn buys a Small Indigo Plant using her quarry.
Chris takes the Captain (+ 1 doubloon) and ships his corn to the 8-ship scoring 2 VP. John W ships his
indigo to the 7-ship scoring 1 VP, John M ships 2 corn to the 8-ship scoring 2 VP and Carolyn ends the
round shipping her corn to the 8-ship scoring 1 VP. The ships remain in dock, and no-one loses any goods.
John W takes the Prospector (+ 1 doubloon).
John M takes the Settler and takes a quarry. Carolyn takes an indigo plantation; Brad takes the coffee
plantation and Chris takes a corn plantation. John W receives an indigo plantation from his Hacienda and
then takes the remaining corn plantation. The remaining indigo and sugar plantations are discarded, and 6
new tiles drawn.
Player
Brad Martin

Doubloons
5

VP
0

Goods
-

Buildings
Tobacco Storage (√, x, x)
Small Indigo Plant (√)
Coffee Roaster (x, x)

Chris Hibbert

3

3

-

Small Indigo Plant (√)
Small Market (√)
Small Sugar Mill (√)
Large Warehouse (x)

John Walker

4

2

-

Small Indigo Plant (√)
Hacienda (√)

John Marsden

1

3

-

Hacienda (√)
Small Sugar Mill (√)
Construction Hut (√)
Hospice (x)

Carolyn Townsend

0

4

-

Small Market (√)
Coffee Roaster (√, √)
Small Indigo Plant (x)

Plantations
Quarry (√)
Indigo (√)
Tobacco (√, x, x)
Coffee (x)
6 of 12
Corn (√, x, x)
Indigo (√)
Sugar (√)
Coffee (x)
6 of 12
Quarry (√, √)
Corn (x)
Indigo (√, x)
Tobacco (√, √)
7 of 12
Corn (√, √)
Tobacco (x)
Sugar (√, x)
Coffee (x, x)
Quarry (x)
8 of 12
Quarry (√)
Corn (x)
Indigo (x)
Coffee (√, √, x)
6 of 12

The play order for the sixth turn is Brad, Chris, John W, John M and Carolyn. There are 5 colonists on the
colony ship. The 6 ship is empty, the 7 ship contains 3 indigo and the 8 ship holds 7 corn. The Trading
House is empty. The plantations available this turn are coffee, tobacco, indigo, corn, indigo and sugar.
There are + 1 doubloon bonuses on one Prospector and the Trader and Craftsman roles next turn.
Building

Cost

Small Sugar Mill
Construction Hut
Small Warehouse
Large Indigo Plant
Large Sugar Mill

2
2
3
3
4

Variable Pig

Victory
Points
1
1
1
2
2

Available

Tiles

Available

2
1
2
3
3

Quarry
Corn Tiles
Indigo Tiles
Sugar Tiles
Tobacco Tiles

4 of 8
0 of 10 (1 discard)
1 of 12 (4 discard)
5 of 11 (2 discard)
0 of 9 (1 discard)
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Hospice
Office
Large Market
Large Warehouse
Tobacco Storage
Coffee Roaster
Factory
University
Harbour
Wharf
Guild Hall
Residence
Fortress
Customs House
City Hall

4
5
5
6
5
6
7
8
8
9
10
10
10
10
10

2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4

1
2
1
2
3
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

Coffee Tiles

0 of 8 (1 discard)

Goods
Corn Goods
Indigo Goods
Sugar Goods
Tobacco Goods
Coffee Goods

Available
4 of 10
8 of 11
11 of 11
9 of 9
9 of 9

Colonists

66 remaining from 95

Victory Points

122 remaining from 122

*****

Rail Baron 7
Round Six Holdover
Unfortunately, with three sets of orders missing, I have had to hold this game earlier. I have orders on file
from Richard and Brad, although these can be changed if required.
PLAYER
Brad
Cian
Arthur
Richard
Jon

FIRST DESTINATION
Ward (North Mountain)
Cripple Creek (Central Mtn.)
Grand Junction (West)
Points West (West)
Telluride (Southwest)

PAYOUT
34.0K
25.0K
15.0K
15.0K
25.0K

SECOND DESTINATION
PAYOUT
Breckenridge (North Mtn)
12.0K
Pitkin (Central Mountain)
9.0K
Las Animas (Southeast)
27.0K
Westcliffe (Central Mountain) 22.0K
Pueblo (Southeast)
24.0K

Brad’s third destination is Lake City (Central Mountain) for 14.0K.
Cian’s third destination is Grand Junction (West) for 13.0K
Arthur’s third destination is Cheyenne (Northeast) for 19.0K
Richard’s third destination is Silverton (Southwest) for 27.0K
Jon’s third destination is Denver (Northeast) for 7.0K and his fourth destination is Rico (Southwest) for
29.0K
The next die rolls are –
Turn
29
30
31
32
33

Die Rolls
3+2
5+3
6+2
3+1
5+1

Bonus Die Roll
5
3
5
2
1

Priority
Richard
Jon
Brad
Cian
Arthur

The players information (number of town arrivals, type of train and balance at the end of the round)
PLAYER
Brad Martin
Cian Owen
Arthur Owen
Richard Smith
Jon Carter
Variable Pig

ARRIVALS
7
7
8
6
8

TRAIN
E
N
N
E
S

RAILROADS
DNW&P, CRI&P, AT&SF, TSF&N, CB&Q, KDC
DP, D&RGn
DSP&P, RGW, UP
C&S, DL&NW, CM, D&RGs
34

CASH
30.0K
81.0K
48.0K
35.0K
40.0K
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Railway Rivals
RR Game LXXX – RR2450CH – China Map – Round Eleven
No orders were received from Jon or Arthur this turn so their race entries were made by the GM.
A small correction to last turn’s game report. CH build (I16) - - - I17 and this should have been (I16) – I17 –
H17. Bob will get one point for the build back and pay one to PANDA. My thanks to Richard for spotting
this.
Joint Run Offers
PEAR offers PANDA a JR in race 32 – declined (race not ordered)
CH offers TEA a JR in race 31 – declined
CH offers EIGHT a JR in race 31 - declined
ROGER
Roger
Green

TEA
Richard
Yellow

PEAR
Kev
Pink

10
+1+5+
6
20
-2-6

0
-1–1–
1-5

29. Shanghai (42) Kunming (54)
30. Tatung (31) - Any
Seaport (Sp6)
31. Amoy (64) Anshan (12)
32. Vietnam (Sp1) Beijing (15)
33. Nanking (26) Chungking (52)
34. Chengchow (24) Kwangchou (65)
35. Nanchang (46) Sian (36)
Last Turn
Points from Races
Builds

+1

10
-1-2

64

0
-5+12

20
-6+5+
2

+1

+1

+1

0
-2

20
-3
20
-8

PANDA
John
Blue
15
+5–6+
1

91
39

107
23

130

130

104
34
-1
-1
-1+1
136

+4
20
+2

+1
10
+8

+2

+1

Corrections
Total

CB
Arthur
Black

再没有
Jon
Brown
0
-1

+6
20
-1-4

10
-1

EIGHT
Steve
Orange

+2

10
-1-5

49
14

CH
Bob
Red
15
-5+6

194
-5

76
41

189

117

+5

+3

135
41
-6
+1
171

55
13

68

Builds:
CH:
(H14) - G15
PANDA:
(J50) - K50 – K49 - K48 – L47 – Yinchwan.
All others did not order builds
The map is available at https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/chinaRR.pdf. The sixth and final set of races are
36. Tsinan (22) - Manchuria (Sp4):
38. Foochow (63) - Taiyuan (32):
40. Hangchow (43) - Shenyang (13):
42. Wuhan (45) - Suchow (25)

37. Zhanjiang (56) - Changsha (61)
39. Yinchwan (34) - Chinchow (14)
41. Western China (Sp2) - Nanning (55)

Enter any four races
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RR Game LXXXI – RR2451OR – Oregon Map – Round Eleven
ROGER’s build last round (G20) – F20 – E20 should have been to E21. This has been corrected in the
online report.

25. Eugene (31) - Astoria
(11)
26. Bend (46) - Corvallis
(26)
27. California (66) Oakridge / Madras (33)
28. Portland (12) Pendleton (55)
29. The Dalles (51) Albany (24)
30. Ontario (61) - Ashland
(42)
Last Turn
Points from Races
Total

IWW
Brad Martin
Blue
5
+2

10

ROGER
R. Trethewey
Green
5
+3
10
-2
0
-1–2+1

20
-5
10
-5+1

0
-2

+3+6
235
47
282

99
12
111

ORE
John Marsden
Orange
20
-2-3

+1
10
+5
0
+5+2+5
10
-3+5
215
55
270

HEART
Steve Ham
Purple

20
+2
20
+2-1

20
-1-5
20
-6-5
243
66
309

The map is available at https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/OregonRR.pdf. The sixth and final set of races are
31. Forrest Grove / Hood River (16) - Toledo / Reedsport (23) 32. Eugene (32) - Salem (21)
33. Portland (15) - California (65)
34. La Grande / Baker (56) - Port Orford / Brookings (36)
35. Nevada (64) - Grants Pass (41)
36. Arlington / Condon (52) - Klamath Falls (43)
Enter any four races.

RR Game LXXXII – RR2448HN – Honduras Map – Round Ten
HORN
Richard Smith
Blue
22. El Progreso (16) Roatan (31)
23. Trujillo (33) - Dulci
Nombre de Culmi (63)
24. La Esperanza (26) Danli (54)
25. Wampusirpi (64) Guatamala (Sp1)
26. Trojes (56) - Pacific
Ocean (Sp3)
27. Siguatapeque (41) Santa Rosa de Copan (23)
28. Guaimaca / Yuscaran
(46) - Tela (12)
Last Turn
Points from Races
Builds
Total

Variable Pig

BIEN
Christian Bien
Orange

ROGER
R. Trethewey
Green
+1

20
-7-2
5 JR

+7
20
-3
20
-6

5 JR

CENT
Martin Walker
Black
20
-1

+2
5 JR
+3
5 JR
+6

20
20

208
41
-6
243

36

20
+2-4

10
-2-2

+4+2

82
56

147
15

240
58

138

162

298
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HORN:
BIEN:
ROGER:
CENT:

(Q16) - - - P15 - - - Siguatepeque
No builds
No builds
No builds

The map is available at https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/hondurasRR.pdf. The fifth set of races is.
29. Olanchito (35) - Choluteca (53)
31. Comayagua (42) - La Ceiba (32)
33. Tegucigalpa (45) - Leimus / Bras Laguna (65)
35. Gracias (24) - Catacamas (62)

30. San Pedro Sula (15) - Nacaome (51)
32. San Pedro Sula (14) - El Salvador (S2)
34. Santa Barbara (22) - Caribbean Sea (S6)

Enter any four races and build up to 4 points.

RR Game LXXXIII – RR2483BF – Burkina Faso Map – Round Seven
I did not receive any orders from Arthur this round so his race entries were made by the GM.
ROGER
R. Trethewey
Green
1. Ouahigouya (51) Kombissiri / Ziniare (45)
2. Ouagadougou (43) Niangolako /
Mandagoro(13)
3. Titao / Yako (54) - Fada
N'Gourma (35)
4. Sapoui / Manga (32) Zorgho / Boulsa (61)
5. Hounde (23) - Gorom
Gorom (66)
6. Gaoua (15) - Gold (Sp5)

OGDGR
Judy Ferguson
Red
10

V60
Arthur Owen
Blue

20
+1-2

10
-1+2

0

20

10
+1+2

ROGER
OGDGR
V60
N2BF

10
-2+1
20

10
20
-1
Race not possible

7. Dano / Boromo (26) Benin (Sp3)
53
14
- 10

Total

10
10
-1-1

+1

Last Turn
Points from Races
Builds

N2BF
Brendan Whyte
Yellow
20

57

61.5
59
- 10
+3–1+1
113.5

61
38

61.5
59
-9
-1-1
109.5

+1+1
101

(P27) - Q28 - Q29 - R29 - R30 - - - Tobaga (Benin):
(Djibo) - E16 – D16 – Mondoro (Mali)
(B67) - - - Porga (Benin): (P9) - O9 - N8 - Dedougou - - - L8 – NOURA.
No builds
(Dano) - - - Hamale (Ghana): (P25) - Q26 - R26 - A67 - B67:
(Kombissirri) - P18 – Manga

Copies of the map can be found at https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/BurkinaFasoRR.pdf .
The second set of races is.
8. Tenkodogo (33) - Dedougou (24)
10. Tougan / Reo (53) - Togo (Sp2)
12. Diapaga (36) - Banfora (14)
14. Orodara (12) - Koupela (63)

9. Bobo-Diaoulasso (21) - Ouagadougou (41)
11. Koudougou (46) - Mali (S4)
13. Djibo (65) - Kaya (56)
7. Dano / Boromo (26) - Benin (Sp3)

Enter any four races, plus race 7, and build up to 8 points.
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RR Game LXXXIV – RR2484BF – Burkina Faso Map – Round Seven
Corrections
1. YAM’s 6a build started from Ouargaya not Tenkodogo as reported.
2. TRAP should have paid 1 to BIEN for the junction at F49 in his 6c builds last round
3. I have corrected the table to correctly reflect BARF ownership and colour.
4. BARF second build in 6b started from O11 and not O10 as reported.
5. Kaouara / Cote d’Ivoire is located at G43, not G3 as stated in the printed report for BARF’s 6c build.
6. YAM did not receive the payment of 1 from BIEN for the connection at P22.

1. Gorom Gorom (66) Orodara (12)
2. Djibo (65) - Dedougou
(24)
3. Titao / Yako (54) Koudougou (46)
4. Ouahigouya (51) Banfora (14)
5. Dano / Boromo (26) Leo / Po (31)
6. Kombissiri / Ziniare (45)
- Togo (Sp2)
7. National Park (S6) Sapoui / Manga (32)
Last Turn
Points from Races
Correction
Builds
Total
YAM
TRAP
BIEN
BARF

YAM
Steve Guest
Orange
10
+3-4
20
-2
10
+1–4+2
0
+1–3+1

TRAP
M. Pargman
Green

0
-1

BIEN
Christian Bien
Yellow
20
-3-5
10
+2
+1
10
-1–3+7

20

BARF
Bob Gingell
Red
+5+4

20
+4–2-1
20
+3-1+3-7
10

Race not possible

73.5
35
+1
-6
+ 1.5 + 1
106

10
+6

20
-6

71
35
-1
- 10
-3+3
95

33
52
+1

86

67.5
58
- 10
+ 1.5 + 3 - 1
119

(L9) - - - L8 – NOURA: (Ziniare) - N18: (J12) - I13
(P25) – Q26 - R26: (B64) – Dapaong (Togo):
(Bobo-Diaoulasso) - C46 - C45 – Banfora – D43 - Sindou.
No builds
(N8) - - - M8 - NOURA: (P8) - P9 (Au); (Kaya) - I19; (G25) – F24 – E24 – D23 - C23.

Copies of the map can be found at https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/BurkinaFasoRR.pdf . The second set of
races is.
8. Diebougou / Batie (16) - Bobo-Diaoulasso (22) 9. Ouagadougou (44) - Gayeri / Boganda (62)
10. Samba / Kongoussi (55) - Nouri / Solenzo (25) 11. Niangolako / Mandagoroo (13) - Niger (Sp3)
12. Cote d'Ivoire (Sp1) - Zorgho / Boulsa (61)
13. Ouagadougou (41) - Tenkodogo (33)
14. Kaya (56) - Diapaga (36)
6. Kombissiri / Ziniare (45) - Togo (Sp2)
Enter any four races, plus race 6, and build up to 8 points.

Question
Michael Pargman
I think I found an error with race #6. It says Kombissiri / Ziniare (45) - Togo (Sp2), but
according to the special runs on the map, it says Sp2. Ghana (1-3) or Togo (4-6). Doesn't that mean that in
race rounds 1-3, Ghana should be the destination for Sp2?
Bob Gingell:
Standard approach is that there is a die roll with 50% chance of either destination in
rounds 7-9, and 100% certainty that it is the other in rounds 10-12. For this race, the die roll came out for
Togo.
Variable Pig
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Sorry for the delay – Bob has correctly described how I interpret this rule and also intended this to be
played for the map. Ghana will be the destination for special two in the second set of races (rounds 10 – 12).
The same approach will apply to all the shared specials.
Bob Gingell
Just a thought on the foreign specials for a future revision of the map - how
about allowing building through neighbouring countries? It would resolve the concern over the alternative
special runs, particularly as it would make both Togo and Benin more accessible than their limited access
points currently permit. It would need research to determine whether there should be some mountains over
the borders - you already have all the rivers. Looking at maps in the light of possible over-border builds, it
seems that there is a river north of A69-A70 and mountains in A71, so that the river shown flowing SW from
A70/A71 is connected to the western river system not to the river flowing from Niger. If Bankaore was the
connection in A72 both Benin links would be behind rivers and mountains without a non-geographic open
terrain link from A69. There are quite a lot of roads parallel with borders except in Benin, but river barriers
work well for that country. I cannot see any significant border mountains anywhere else. Names for the two
Niger links in L29 and L32 are Makalondi and Tamou.

Building through other countries probably should be allowed, especially as the most likely source of funding
would be China and their long-term interests. I didn’t map the rivers in as much detail for the other
countries, but I recall they get quite complicated, as you would expect for a delta. This would require some
attention, but would improve the map, although I do prefer the connections method in general. Thanks for
the Niger link names which I missed / failed to research.

RR2485BF Round 7,
GM Bob Gingell
VOLTA has a very good round winning three races, but KENDO NAGASAKI has an unexpected loss of
power in Race 7. VOLTA and KWH build to Mandagoroo while BuFFER hopes to rent lines when that race
appears. VOLTA is happy to see races appear to both Ghana and Manganese, while BuFFER gloats that the
shiny new tracks to Mali will remain unused until Round 9.
GM note: I have looked up acute accents so you can expect to see those in my future reports; you may find
that some maps and other internet sources vary the spelling of towns. Recent safety advice is not to travel to
Burkina Faso and especially not to border areas with Mali, Niger, Benin, and Togo, but international funding
means no extra track costs in those areas.
Press: BuFFER (Bob) - I’m enjoying the map (much much more than the China map!!)
Round 7 races (max 4, ties *):
1: (14– 25): KWH [12] 20-4kn+2 = 18; VOLTA [12] 10-3kn-2kw = 5; KENDO +7.
2: (26–66): KENDO [17] 20-1kw+6 = 25; KWH [18] 10-5kn+1 = 6;
BuFFER [27] 0-1kn-1v = -2; VOLTA +1.
3: (35–11): KENDO [27] 20+3 = 23; KWH [29 to S] 10-3kn = 7.
4: (44–#1): BuFFER [19 to I50] 15*+1 = 16; KENDO [20 to G43] 15*-1b = 14.
5: (55–45): VOLTA [6 S-K] 20+3 = 23; KWH [6 S-Z] 10-3v = 7; BuFFER [10 S-K] 0.
6: (65–54): VOLTA [3 to T] 20.
7: (#6–32): VOLTA [12 from P27] 20+3 = 23; BuFFER [14 from D49] 10;
KENDO [11 from P27] 0-3v = -3.

Scores and Builds (max 10):
VOLTA, Brad Martin (brown); 81 +72 -7 = 146
(D47) - - - G46 - Mandagoroo; (A59) --- PÔ - Navrongo [Ghana];
(E17) - D17 - Mondoro [Mali]. [-10 +3 = -7]
KWH, Richard Smith (blue): 64 +38 -6 = 96.
(F48) - G48 - G47 - MANDAGOROO - Morokodougou [Cote d'Ivoire];
(O28) - N28 [Au] - - L29 (Niger); B22 --- A22 [Mali]. [-10 +3 +1 = -6]
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KENDO NAGASAKI, Jim Reader (yellow): 53 +66 -10 = 109
(Fada N’Gourma) - N25 --- - - N28 [Au] - - N30 – Diapaga [-1kw]; (N25) – Gayéri.
[-10 -1 +1 = -10]
BuFFER. Bob Pitman (red): 41 +24 -11 = 54.
(A46) --- R5 - - R3; (L19) - K20 - Kaya; (Tenkodogo) - P22 - Pouytenga-Koupéla
[-1kn]; (Ouahigouya) - G13. [-10-1 = -11]
Races for Round 8 (enter up to 4):
8. 12 (Orodara) – #2 (Ghana)
9. 24 (Dédougou) – 41 (Ouagadougou)
10. 33 (Tenkodogo) – 21 (Bobo-Diaoulasso)
11. 43 (Ouagadougou) – 62 (Boganda / Gayéri)
12. 56 (Kaya) – 31 (Léo / Pô)
13. 64 (Dori / Sebba) – 13 (Niangolako / Mandagoroo)
14. #5 (Manganese) – 53 (Tougan /Réo)
Build allowance for Round 8: 8 points (excluding payments to others)

RR2494NK Round 4
GM: Bob Gingell
No great changes as KIM continues to the north-west and the others focus more on the south.
GM Note: A couple of minor mistakes in last Round’s report:
1. The header should have said that ROGER, not NADA, was slower to reach cities.
2. ROGER and NADA both reached Sariwon at the same time in 3b and shared the points for doing so, but
ROGER was shown as only having used 1 build point from K36 to Sariwon and 5 points for the build
from R26 to T25 instead of 2 points and 4 points. The end result is the same but the short dashes
indicating build points spent were incorrect.
Press: NADA - Not sure at all what the best builds are this time. That usually means I've messed it up! [GM: The
scores seem to say otherwise…]

Round 4 build allowance: 3, 4, 4
KIM JONG BOOM, Orange, Jim Reader; 50 +6 = 56
4a. (I65) - KIMCHAEK - - L63
4b. (L63) - - - L60 - M60
4c. (M60) - - - - M56
NADA, Blue, Richard Smith; 53 +6 +1 = 60
4a. (L38) - M38 - - O39
4b. (O39) - - - - S41
4c. (S41) - - PYONGGANG; (Chongju) - - G22
ROGER, Green, Roger Trethewey; 26 +12 = 38 +3 = 41 +6 -1 = 46
4a. 3 (H28) - - - KUSONG
4b. 4 (Sariwon) - - K40; (K37) - - M38 [-1n]
4c. 4 (K40) --- K41; (Pyongyang) - J33
Build allowance for Round 5: 4, 3, 5
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RR Game LXXXVI – RR2505WC – West Cumberland Map – Game Start
The start positions are as follows –
Brad Martin

Company Name: Furness Air Railway [FAR]
Colour: Blue
Start: Egremont (solo)

John Marsden

Company Name: Maryport's Amazing Railway System [MARS]
Colour: Orange
Start: Maryport

Ian Owen

Company Name:
Colour: Black
Start:

The first-round die rolls are 1a) 3, 1b) 3 and 1c) 3.Copies of the map can be found at
https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/West_CumberlandRR.jpg.

RR Game LXXXVII – RR2506NF – Norwegian Fjords Map – Game Start
The start positions are as follows –
Kev Lee

Company Name: Roros Expressways Are Rampant [REAR]
Colour: Blue
Start: Bergen (1st choice)

Roger Trethewey

Company Name: Roger [R]
Colour: Green
Start: Frederickstadt (1st choice)

Richard Smith

Company Name: Privately Invested Norwegian Integrated Network Group [PINING]
Colour: Red
Start: Oslo (2nd choice)

Steve Ham

Company Name: Hams Engines are Really Rusty and Indisputably No Good
[HERRING]
Colour: Purple
Start: Alesund (3rd choice)

The first-round die rolls are 1a) 4, 1b) 4 and 1c) 5. Copies of the map can be found at either
https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/Norwegian_fjordsRR.jpg or https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/rr-nf-original.pdf.

RR Game LXXXVIII – RR2507SA – South Africa Map – Game Start
The start positions are as follows –
Steve Guest

Bob Pitman

Michael Pargman

Variable Pig

Company Name: Railroad 'Aving No Direction [RAND]
Colour: Orange
Start: Cape Town (1st choice)
Company Name: Cape And Mountain Railways Africa (South) [CAMRAS]
Colour: Red
Start: Port Elizabeth (1st choice)
Company Name: South African Deliberately Daringly Expanding Railroads
[SADDER]
Colour: Green
Start: Durban (1st choice)
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Roger Trethewey

Company Name: Roger [R]
Colour: Blue
Start: Cape Town (1st choice)

Brendan Whyte

Company Name: Kruger's African Freight Forwarding International Railway (KAFFIR)
Colour: Robben Island prison cell black
Start: Port Nolloth

Bob Gingell kindly gave up his place in this game to give Bob Pitman a game.
Question
Can you build through Lesotho/Swaziland?

Yes, I think this was intended but not builds through other countries: for connections to other countries, just
build 1 full hex over the border.
The first set of die rolls are 1a) 6, 1b) 3, and 1c) 3. Copies of the map can be found at
https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/South_AfricaRR.jpg.

RR Game LXXXIX – RR2508PR – Prairies Map – Game Start
The start positions are as follows –
Bob Gingell

Company Name: Brawn Over Brains [BOB]
Colour: Black
Start: St. Louis (1st choice)

Kev Lee

Company name: Trinidad Expressways Are Rampant [TEAR]
Colour: Red
Start towns: Memphis (1st choice)

Michael Pargman

Company name: Sensational Trains Over Prairies [STOP]
Colour: Green
Start towns: Minneapolis – St. Paul (1st choice)

Steve Ham

Company name: Boris In his Garden Fails to Organise Occasional Departures
[BIGFOOD]
Colour: Purple
Start towns: Vicksburg (2nd choice)

Brendan Whyte

Company name: Little Train on the Prairie (LTP)
Colour: Prairie dog yellow
Start towns: Davenport (3rd)

Question
The map does not clearly show this, but I think there is a river (the Mississippi) west of Davenport and
south of New Orleans.

There is a river South of New Orleans, but I think the Mississippi river flows on the east side of Davenport,
so I think the map with no river is correct as shown.
The first set of die rolls are 1a) 5, 1b) 4, and 1c) 4. Copies of the map can be found at
https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/prairiesRR.pdf. I did not receive any orders from Arthur so he will drop out
from this game.

*****
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Robo Rally 6
Round Four
The two virtual robots race for Flag 1, with Bomb 20 getting their first after hitching a ride on the conveyor.
Crappie is starting to follow them. Robbie and Ratchet power down to recover from the chaos of round 3,
while Minaj breaks free from the goo to tag flag 5 and suffer more damage.
GM Note
A fairly simple round this time with two virtual and two powered down robots. There was only one error for
Bob to correct, caused by my overly nasty interpretation of the goo rules. Flags are tagged at the end of the
Round, which benefits Bomb 20 who turns from virtual to real just in time. Minaj breaks free of the goo so
as to tag Flag 5 but is the only robot to suffer damage this Round.
Phase A
Robot
Bomb 20
Minaj
Buggerbot
Norfolk Gundam
Crappie
Gyro Gearloose
Ratchet
Robbie
FLAG 5

Card
810 3F
800 3F
790 3F
520 1F
310 LT
250 LT
-

Start
End
Final Actions
(O10N) (O7N) (O7N)
F9E
F9E
F9E Destroys remaining strength of goo.
(O10N) (O7N) (O7N)
M10N
M9N
M9N
N8E
N8N
O8N Conveyed to O8N
K6N
K6W
K6W
J8W
J8W
K8W Power Down. Conveyed to K8W
H8E
H8E
I8E
Power Down. Conveyed to I8E
H4
H4
H6
Conveyed to H6

Card
780 2F
710 2F
650 1F
500 1F
340 RT
270 LT
-

Start
End
Final Actions
F9E
H9E
I10N Conveyed to I10N
(O7N) (O5N) (O5N)
O8N
O7N
O7N Co-exists with virtual Bomb 20
K6W
J6W
J6W Registers flag 3
M9N
M9E
M9E
(O7N) (O7W) (O7W)
K8W
K8W
L8W Power Down. Conveyed to L8W
I8E
I8E
J8E
Power Down. Conveyed to J8E
H6
H6
H8
Conveyed to H8

Robot
Gyro Gearloose
Buggerbot
Bomb 20
Crappie
Minaj

Card
750 2F
700 2F
590 1F
570 1F
560 1F

Norfolk Gundam
Ratchet
Robbie
FLAG 5

160 RT
-

Start
End
Final Actions
J6W
H6W
H8W Conveyed to H8W
(O5N) (O3N) (O3N)
(O7W) (N7W) (N5W) Conveyed to N5W
O7N
O6N
O6N
I10N
I9N
I9N
Shot by board laser. Tags Flag 5 with
Mechanical Arm.
M9E
M9S
M9S
L8W
L8W
L7W Power Down. Conveyed to L7W
J8E
J8E
K8E Power Down. Conveyed to K8E
H8
H8
I8
Conveyed to I8

Phase B
Robot
Minaj
Buggerbot
Crappie
Gyro Gearloose
Norfolk Gundam
Bomb 20
Ratchet
Robbie
FLAG 5
Phase C
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Phase D
Robot
Minaj
Crappie
Norfolk Gundam
Gyro Gearloose
Buggerbot
Bomb 20
Ratchet
Robbie
FLAG 5

Card
630 1F
620 1F
140 RT
040 UT
030 UT
010 UT
-

Start
I9N
O6N
M9S
H8W
(O3N)
(N5W)
L7W
K8E
I8

End
I8N
O5N
M9W
H8E
(O3S)
(N5E)
L7W
K8E
I8

Final
J8N
O5N
M9W
I8E
(O3S)
M4N
L6W
L8E
J8

Actions
Conveyed to J8N. Shot by Gyro Gearloose.

Robot
Robot
Gyro Gearloose

Card
Card
580 1F

Start
Start
I8E

End
End
J8E

Final
Final
J8E

Norfolk Gundam
Bomb 20
Crappie
Buggerbot
Minaj

540 1F
530 1F
450 BU
300 RT
030 RT

M9W
(M4N)
O5N
(O3S)
K8N

L9W
(M3N)
O6N
(O3W)
K8E

L9W
M3N
O6N
O3W
K8E

Actions
Actions
Pushes Minaj to K8N. Conveyor blocked by
Minaj and Norfolk Gundam. Shoots Minaj.
Conveyor blocked by Minaj
Becomes real. Registers flag 1

-

L6W
L8E

L6W
L8E

L5W
L7E

Conveyed to I8E. Shoots Minaj
Conveyed to M4N
Power Down. Conveyed to L6W
Power Down. Conveyed to L8E.

Phase E

Ratchet
Robbie

Becomes real.
Pushed by Gyro Gearloose to K8N. Conveyor
blocked by Norfolk Gundam. Shot by Gyro G
Power Down. Conveyed to L5W
Power Down. Conveyed to L7E

Status Report
Player

Robot

Bob Pitman
Chris Hibbert
John Walker
Brendan Whyte

Bomb 20
Gyro Gearloose
Minaj
Buggerbot
Robbie
Norfolk Gundam
Crappie
Ratchet

Michael Pargman

Steve Ham
Richard Smith
Bob Gingell

Position

Damage

M3N
J8E
K8E
O3W
L7E
L9W
O6N
L5W

2
4
7
2
0
3
3
0

Lives
Lost
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

Specials

Gyro Stabilizer
Mechanical Arm
Goo Dropper (2)
Radio Control
Pressor Beam
Big Gun (0)

Check
point
M3
J6
Flag 5
O10
G9
Flag 5
G9
B4

Flags
1, 2, 4
3, 5
2, 5
4, 5
2
5
2
-

Questions
Robbie:
on a belt.

I can still shut down, can't I? I think I need to shut down, with 8 hits no matter that I'm

Yes you can power down. I do not require ordering this in advance as I think that is unfair in a postal game.
Norfolk Gundam:

Not sure if the robots need to be in line of sight for RC?

Yes, Radio Control shoots just like a laser.
Whinges
Crappie:

Bugger, no right turn card!

Press and Comments
Bomb 20:
Variable Pig

I felt that, Buggerbot feels like a real piece of input...
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Bomb 20

Bugger

1

Crappie

Ratchet

3
Robbie

5
Gyro Minaj

2

Gundam

4

The movement order is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Robots move according to the card for the phase. Higher priority cards go first.
Express Conveyor Belts move one square
Express Conveyor Belts move their second movement AND Normal Conveyor Belts perform their
one movement.
Pushers push one square if active this phase.
Gears turn 90 degrees.
Crushers crush if active this phase (none in this game).
Board-mounted AND robot-mounted laser beams damage robots, followed by any movement
caused by an optional weapon.
Checkpoints touched.
After the fifth phase, all robots on checkpoints or repair sites are repaired.
The game will end when a robot ends the round on his 5th flag. Tagging the 5th flag is not sufficient
to end the game (this is my normal rule).
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Sopwith T-365VP
Round Thirty Six
There was some discussion about continuing the game, playing double rounds or calling the game a draw.
The game will continue in single rounds until this zine folds (in which case a draw will be declared) or one
of the two remaining pilots win.
Pilot
2 Gossamer Heron
Chris Hibbert
Start: A1
3 Cameltoe (ACE)
John Walker
Start: A10

Starts
33) I11NW
34) H8NW
35) J8SW
36) L10E
33) A10W
34) A7W
35) A4W
36) A1W

Moves
33) A – LS – LS
34) LT – LT – A
35) A – LT – LT
36) LT – A - RT
33) A – A – A
34) A – A – A
35) A – A – A
36) LT – A - A

5 The Ode-ace-ious One
John Marsden
Start: S19
1 Avey Ate Her
Brendan Whyte
Start: J1
4 The Mystery Pilot (ACE)
Brad Martin
Start: J19
6 Red Baron
Arthur Owen
Start: S10

Ends
33) H8NW
34) J8SW
35) L10E
36) J11E
33) A7W
34) A4W
35) A1W
36) D1SW

A:D:P
0:7:14

16:7:12

Shot down turn
26, 15 points
Shot down turn
15, 6 points
Shot down turn
10
11 points
Shot down turn
4

3

2
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Here Be Drag0ns Issue 50
It’s a knockout – A superb win for Mr Pargman, with a well-executed plan of not disturbing the status quo.
He mainly has to thank his parents and to a lesser extent his ancestors.
So, to the reveal. Players started with score based on the total of the roman numerals contained in their
names. They were then matched up, with the highest versus the lowest, second highest versus second
lowest etc. Although a few players changed their grid positions, nobody hit upon the key of telling me they
wanted to change their playing name.
I might not be inclined to run another one as I was committed to obeying orders given by players. Telling
my neighbour that the aliens had invaded, was quite tricky to get into the conversation. Thankfully I was
never spotted, or at least never questioned sticking a cucumber though their letterbox.
Speedway 3 of 6 There was no quarter given by any of the riders, all getting the maximum out of their
machines. Despite their best-efforts Chris and Richard were unable to improve their position and may soon
run out of options.
Rider
APs Ordered
Corner/remaining APs
Lane
Mark
14-5=9
9
Inside
Arthur
15-5=10
10-1+1=10
Middle
15-5=10
10-2+1=9
Outside
Chris
17-5=12
12
Fourth
Richard
All I need is how many APs you want to use for the next turn. 5 will be used for Mark and any NMRs
Maximise 2 of 6 – The NMR rule was applied to Arthur and Ian. Arthur won’t be complaining, as it
improved his score dramatically. Not quite enough for Chris as Arthur will have the advantage over him for
any exchanges. Ian might not be quite as happy, but at least may get first choice from the discard pile.
Player
Cards Held
Score
Arthur
34566
19+37=56
Chris
23344
33+24=57
Ian
45556
27+16=43
Richard
13466
41+49=90
Discard 1111222235 (This round’s score is in bold)

Position
North
South
East
West

Next Pass
West
East
North
South

Players must pass one card and may swap up to 2 cards from their hand with those in the discard pile. Any
NMRs for this game will result in your lowest card being passed.
Blind tribute 3 of 5 No orders received from Ian, but I think there may have been a problem with Arthur
receiving the zine in time, so will hold this game open for another issue.
The current position is:
Arthur 4 tributes 21 points remaining
Ian 1 tribute 28 points remaining
Richard 3 tributes 25 points remaining
Ian - I need to know how many points you want to play against Arthur and Richard from the 28 you have
remaining.
Orders are on file from Arthur and Richard, but they are welcome to send revised ones if they wish.
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Parkrun 2 of 4 – A lot of runners get excited and charge out, not realising it’s a long race. It’s not all bad
though as they get a bit of a boost finding themselves leading the field. Quite a few runners at the back
found their tactics didn’t quite work out and got caught in a log jam.
Parkrunner
Doug Kent
Mike Pollard
Andrew York
Roger Trethewey
Jon Carter
Judy Ferguson
Richard Smith
Chris Hibbert
Kev Lee
Sleepy Crawly
John Hopkins
John Marsden
Allan Stagg
Ian Owen
Tom Howell
Steve Ham
Steve Guest
Jacqueline Reader
Michael Pargman
Bob Gingell
Arthur Owen
Bob Pitman
Murray Egan
Cian Owen
Christian Bien
Brendan White
Martin Walker
David Cowie
Dane Maslen
Brad Martin
Caroline Townsend
Mike Townsend

Play
3
3
3
3
3
3
26 stamina
13 stamina
2 -11
10 stamina
2-9
2-7
2-7
2-7
1-6
5 stamina
2-5
1-4
1-2
Relax
Relax
Relax
Target
Track
Target
Relax
Target
Relax
Track
Relax
Target
Relax

Stamina points
60-30+1.5=31.5
60-30+1.5=31.5
60-30+1.5=31.5
60-30+1.5=31.5
60-30+1.5=31.5
60-30+1.5=31.5
60-26=34
60-13=47
60-11=49
60-10=50
60-9=51
60-9=51
60-7=53
60-7=53
60–6=54
60-5=55
60-5=55
60-4=56
60-2=58
60-1.4=58.6
60-1.4=58.6
60-1.4=58.6
60-1.4=58.6
60-1.4=58.6
60-1.4=58.6
60-1.4=58.6
60-1.4=58.6
60-1.4=58.6
60-1.4=58.6
60-1.4=58.6
60-1.4=58.6
60-1.4=58.6

Note
(5+3+1)/6
(5+3+1)/6
(5+3+1)/6
(5+3+1)/6
(5+3+1)/6
(5+3+1)/6

(5+3+1)/9
(5+3+1)/9
(5+3+1)/9
(5+3+1)/9
(5+3+1)/9
(5+3+1)/9
(5+3+1)/9
(5+3+1)/9
(5+3+1)/9
(5+3+1)/9
(5+3+1)/9
(5+3+1)/9
(5+3+1)/9

Time after 1k
4.30
4.30
4.30
4.30
4.30
4.30
4.34
4.47
4.49
4.50
4.51
4.51
4.53
4.53
4.54
4.55
4.55
4.56
4.58
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

Next turn I need to know either how many stamina points you wish to play, or which tactic you wish to
employ. If you choose track or target you must specify which runner you are tracking or targeting.
NRICH Central 9 of 10 – Steve Ham 65 99 Richard Smith 11 39 Total 214/4=53.5. A lot closer this time,
but Stevie nicks it, guaranteeing himself at the very least, a draw.
Leader board Steve 4 Richard 3 Ian 2
Let’s play darts - Game end statements
Roger - Just to thank you for the game, and to congratulate Jim on the win.
Even Fatter Belly Gutbucket (Jim)
I enjoyed the Lets Play Darts game and would happily play again. The rules were clear and it was easy to
write orders but did require some thought.
I think my cautious approach in the opening round helped, as I kept my concentration and nastier accuracy
counters for the second round, where I was able to take advantage and pull ahead. Of course, I was a little
lucky that Roger’s plays didn’t affect me too badly, so didn’t fall behind much at the start. Once in the lead, I
was able to play more tactically to try and stay ahead and was able to work an effective endgame. Thanks
very much for the game and to Roger for good competition.
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on-the-shelf
vol. XVI, no. 64
16 July 2022
Brought to you by Tom Howell: off-the-shelf at olympus.net. Welcome to on-the-shelf, volume XVI, number 64.

Down to two games and a minefield. Er, make that three games. Not much to talk about that doesn’t really
belong in IMN, so whyn’t y’all skip on down to that part, and those of you in a game come back to deal
with them later?

Snakes and Ladders

Round 8

Cyclonic Winds

Chris makes a tremendous effort and leaps to equal third, while John manages to climb out of the whirlpool.
Judy and Brendan must have something going as they linger together in said whirlpool. Martin decides
to pause, allowing Steve to catch him up. Richard, Bob, and Roger cautiously feel their way forward.
+---------+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+
|
| R1 | R2 | R3 | R4 | R5 | R6 | R7 | R8 |
+---------+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+
| Martin | 3 | 13 | 14 | 18 | 23 | 29 | 53 | 53 |
| Steve
| 1 | 13 | 15 | 40 | 40 | 46 | 50 | 53 |
| Chris
| 2 | 3 | 7 | 28 | 34 | 39 | 17 | 40 |
| Richard | 6 | 7 | 28 | 28 | 28 | 33 | 39 | 40 |
| Bob
| 3 | 13 | 17 | 18 | 23 | 29 | 33 | 38 |
| Roger
| 6 | 7 | 12 | 14 | 18 | 17 | 23 | 27 |
| John
| 2 | 6 | 7 | 28 | 34 | 39 | 17 | 23 |
| Brendan | 1 | 3 | 6 | 28 | 33 | 39 | 17 | 17 |
| Judy
| 4 | 13 | 15 | 18 | 14 | 17 | 17 | 17 |
+---------+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+

During turn 8, there were
no trapdoors activated.

Press / Player Commentary: Martin Walker: Just like walking through a minefield.

off the Reference Shelf
CDs

( audio books )

Something to Hide, by Elizabeth George
Dark Sky, by C. J. Box
Back of Beyond, by C. J. Box
Open Season, by C. J. Box
Nothing to Lose, by J. A. Jance
Winterkill, by C. J. Box

DVDs
Bat Superpowers, from NOVA

Round 1

Where in the World is Kendo Nagasaki?

New players welcome anytime. Game goes 10 rounds, unless won earlier.
Round 1:
Bob Gingell
Jules Verne (1828-1905)
in Buenos Aires, Argentina
Steve Guest
Hernan Cortes (1485-1547) in Tikal, Guatemala
Chris Hibbert
Vasco da Gama (1460-1524) in Mombasa, Kenya
Dane Maslen
Donald Trump (1946- )
in Hell, Norway
Bob Pitman
Edwin Lutyens (1869-1944) in Liria Palace, Madrid
Jim Reader
Ted Cruz (1970- )
in Uvalde, Texas, USA
Richard Smith Louis XIV (1638-1715)
in Port Louis, Mauritius
Martin Walker Gordon Brown (1951- )
in Cincinnati, Ohio

Game 89

(-34.603333, -58.381667)
(17.221945, -89.623611)
(-4.05, 39.666667)
(63.4444, 10.9227)
(40.4277, -3.7124)
(29.21, -99.79)
(-20.164444, 57.504167)
(39.1, -84.512497)

Public response to player with closest guess: We had the same number of children.

off the Palantir
Judy Ferguson: Sorry - I'd forgotten to send orders, so thank you for the reminder. Here they
are: ....
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Tardy GM: Apology and late orders accepted. Actually they aren’t nearly as late as some of my orders to
Richard. I probably should grovel on the floor when I submit them...

Post Mortem Analysis
鎌倆

Machi Koro

( Kamakura )

Richard Smith: The multiple Produce Markets were very profitable for me. Stacking a building is
quite a common tactic in Machi Koro, such as multiple convenience stores early on and multiple
mines later on. When my mine got business complexed (not sure that is a valid verb) away I
feared the worst from 9s and 10s, but I did manage to complete the last landmark after deciding
to save my Yen. Tax Office or Members Only Club could have nobbled this, of course.
Steve Ham: Thanks for the Machi Koro. Unfortunately it seemed people were more keen to visit
Richard's Produce Markets than my Flower Shops. Even so it was clear from a few rounds out
that Richard was going to win. Congratulations and thanks for the game.

In My Neighborhood
My good friend, Dirk, from my Seattle days, who recently moved from Edmonds to Everett, had
scheduled a visit here with his wife on the 19th to stay over one night. I suggested dinner at the
Lake Crescent Lodge, which they approved of. I then suggested we invite Barb to join us, to which
they also gave thumbs up. Barb said, maybe, depends on how she would be feeling; and the Covid
situation. Then Phobe informed me she and Scott would be coming up in early June. Their initial
plans were to fly up from the Bay Area on the 8th and arrive here on the 9th after visiting my two
Washington sisters.
The best laid plans...
Phoebe and Scott arrived here on the 11th. On the 8th they rented a car at SeaTac, found a hotel and
crashed. The next day they visited a friend of theirs some unspecified place in the Seattle area, then
Cathie in Monroe before finding a hotel in Everett. The next day, they visited Joan on Whidbey
Island, then drove up to Ebey’s Landing, took the ferry to Port Townsend, and another hotel. I’d
requested some items from the Food Co-op in Port Townsend since they were going to be going
right past it. Saturday they finally arrived and I got them settled in. Phoebe got the bed I finished
last fall, and Scott got a cot until we can figure out something more permanent.
Dirk informed me he’d made a booking error in Port Townsend and would a second night at my
place be a problem? Of course not!
Clallam County experienced a spike in Covid cases in early June, so we were concerned about what
arrangements the Lodge had made to prevent spreading virii. I tried to call the Lodge on the 18th
but got no response, not even a recorded message. Barb tried to call with no better results.
Dirk and Sharon arrived early the 19th, as scheduled. I gave them the tour, as they hadn’t seen the
place since it was in the middle of construction. They decided to take me up on my offer of the loft
bed, relegating me to the new one. Phoebe and Scott had voluntarily booked a room in a hotel in
town for the two nights. Then we started trying to call the Lodge. We never did get an answer, and
about the time of our scheduled reservations we decided we were not going to drive over there to
find out the place was closed. So we scratched together a fine dinner here at my house.
On the Monday, Dirk and I went down to the mill and spent some time converting logs into lumber.
I asked if Sharon was alright up in the house by herself and Dirk told me that when they reached the
beginning of my driveway the day before, she’d said to him, “Tom must be more introverted than I
am.” Give her a book and quiet, and she’s happy. Not that much unlike me.
A few days after Dirk and Sharon left, Phoebe announced that she and Scott had missed their
anniversary dinner. When I asked, I was told that they save going out to a ridiculously expensive
restaurant for their anniversary. So I started reeling off all the R.E.R.s in the area that I’ve been
thinking I’d like to check out but never got to because a) Barb couldn’t eat most of what is on most

In My Neighborhood continues on page 3
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Breaking Away!

Round Seven

Lake Crescent

Moog and Korg move up to draft their winded teammate, who is joined by Peaches and Lettice; the latter
two looking a bit winded themselves.
Square
Rider(s)
Replacement Card
65
Moog; Korg
3
64
Cassie Peaches; Fairlight; Lara Lettice
5
63
62
61
Stephanie
3
60
Roland; Che Guevara; Anthony Ainley
4
59
Thomas Paine; John Simm; Sydney; Athens
7
58
Wilfred Lawrie Nicholas; Barcelona; Sacha Dhawan; Roger Delgado
11
57
Florence
15
56
Brandy; Simon de Montfort; Gin
15
55
Scotch; Rum; Maximilien Robespierre
15
Listed are the teams, player, accumulated points and manager (if any). Columns show level, card played,
rider's name and cards currently held, with current replacement listed last.
The Masters ( Jim Reader )
Points: 3
Team Manager: Missy
A 10 Roger Delgado
B 9 Anthony Ainley
C 7 John Simm
D 9 Sacha Dhawan

Bojo's Progeny ( Steve Ham )
Points: 15
15
4
6
3

Team Spirit ( Roger Trethewey )
Points: 0
A 4 Scotch
13
B 3 Brandy
10
C 4 Rum
10
D 3 Gin
7

10 15 11
15 4
15 7
15 11

A
B
C
D

Lara Lettice
Cassie Peaches
Stephanie
Wilfred Lawrie Nicholas

10
3
15
8

1 6
9 5
3 3
7 11

5

Favorite Cities ( Chris Hibbert )
Points: 11
A 11 Sydney
9 15 7
B 7 Barcelona
14 9 11
C 11 Florence
9 3 15
D 15 Athens
15 3 7

3 9 15
7 15
9 15
3 15

Keyboard Kings ( Richard Smith )
Points: 10
Team Manager: Jean-Michel Jarre
A 15 Fairlight
3 3
B 14 Moog
15 9
C 5 Roland
15 3
D 15 Korg
13 15

15
13
15
6

Pedalutionaries ( Bob Pitman )
Points: 0
3
3
4
3

5

A
B
C
D

4
7
5
3

Thomas Paine
3 6 3
Che Guevara
15 3 4
Maximilien Robespierre 6 15 15
Simon de Montfort
7 15 15

7

Press: Korg: Puttin' on speed, as I tried catchin' up but you were pedalling harder, too
Riding along like a hurricane, honey, speeding after you
Scotch: I think I am in danger of being breathalysed.
Dr. Betternot to Scotch: We’re only interested in performance enhancing drugs, not that other kind.

In My Neighborhood continued from page 2
restaurant menus, and b) she refused to pay those kinds of prices for food. The closest one is named
Toga’s, but it turned out to be temporarily closed. One on the far side of town was a French
restaurant; now permanently closed. Going further east, Dupuis is right on the highway, but is only
open four days of the week. They are a seafood restaurant, so we went and tried it. One of the
reasons I’d always been interested is that one of my dancing friends in Port Townsend once told me
her ex-husband had discovered a can of dance floor wax in the crawl space under the floor while
doing some remodeling. When I asked, I was told the dance floor was in the space the bar is now
in. Food and service were excellent; we arrived early and the place was filling up when we left.
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The Celestial Steam Locomotive
Track no. 17
richard530smith@btinternet.com
2nd July 2022

In recent issues I have discussed some philosophical topics and tried to relate them to game theory or
just gaming. I have recently wasted some of my few remaining brain cells on the topic of determinism
(as championed by the excellent TV show Devs, see picture) vs. random chance vs. free will.
In a speech on this topic (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xWIi5cHkCCE) Sam Harris asks you to
"think of a city" just like a game of By Popular Demand, and suggests your answer may be wholly
deterministic, in which case we might as well stop playing.
Physicists differ on the role of randomness in the universe. Many quantum processes appear to be
driven by probability and chance. But determinists argue that the outcome of every one of these can be
traced back to the Big Bang (see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JnKzt6Xq-w4). So what about
free will? Is there such a thing? Why did I choose Ouagadougou?
I have bought some new albums recently. Being an oldie I'm allowed to buy CDs rather than putting a
quarter in the giant electronic jukebox called Spotify. Pure Reason Revolution's latest recording Above
Cirrus is the pick of the bunch. I was a little disappointed by Porcupine Tree's comeback album Closure
/ Continuation - good but not up there with any of their masterpieces like 2002's In Absentia.
I was delighted to get 10 entries for the House of Games, after previous attempts to convert the splendid
BBC TV show by John and myself were not so popular. Perhaps the no-research guessing games are the
best to pick from the zillions aired on the show. Please note the rules tweak on Distinctly Average.
No new ones on the waiting list though I am gently nibbling on another boardgame conversion and a
new RR map. Mention of nibbling made me think of Hitchhikers' Guide / The Damned: Nibbled to death
by an okapi, nibbled to death by an okapi, nibbled to death by an okapi, nibbled to death by an okapi,
nibbled to death by an okapi, nibbled to death... (click!)
Richard
“Soft” determinists, also called compatibilists, believe that determinism and free will are compatible after
all. In most cases, soft determinists attempt to achieve this reconciliation by subtly revising or weakening
the commonsense notion of free will.
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HOUSE OF GAMES - NO RESEARCH VERSION - ROUND 1 (of 3)
No Googling, just make your best guess. For Distinctly Average, score
1 point for being closest to the answer and another for being closest
to the average of all players for round 1. Now that I have known
players I am changing this to be more like the TV game - the pair of
players whose average is closest each get the extra point. Players
with the same colour names in the table below are pards for round
2 (unless I have to rearrange). Collusion not allowed!
For Dating and Kazakhstan, it's 1 point for being nearest, 2 if exact. For Answer Smash, as per the TV
show +1 point if correct, -1 point if wrong, but you may pass.
Round 1 Results
Player
Brendan Whyte
Tom Howell
Bob Pitman
Jim Reader
Steve Guest
John Walker
Bob Gingell
Steve Ham
Chris Hibbert
Michael Pargman

PTS
6
5
5
4
3
3
3
2
0
0

Q1
2,500
2,500
5,000
21,000
2,000
8,600
550
12,042
10,000
2,300

Q2
10,000
10,000
38,000
5,000
5,000
400
160
117
30,000
3000

Q3
7
15
95
45
180
200
40
142
5
47

Q4
100 BCE
400 BCE
210 BCE
330 BCE
200 BCE
200 BCE
250 BCE
453 BCE
200 BCE
330 BCE

Q5
1812
1812
1864
1725
1920
1910
1869
1797
1846
1870

Q6
1960
1970
1974
1962
1970
1972
1985
1971
1961
-

Q7
M9*
M9*
L8
L7
M13
Q15
P9
J9
R11
L7

Q8
V11*
K18
V11*
V11*
A5
V11*
V11*
V11*
G12
V13

Q9
R7
K2
S8
K2
V8
J9
P7
M6
U7
R8

Q10
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0

Answer

1,722

49,623

182

6,649

10,168

78

1814
-

1964
-

M9
-

V11
-

L2
-

-

Average

240 BCE
-

-

Distinctly Average
1. According to museums.co.uk how many museums are there in the UK as of May 2022? 1722
2. According to Wikipedia, how many species of spider were there in 2021? 49,623
3. How many "podiums" has Lewis Hamilton achieved in Formula 1 (up to end of 2021)? 182
I'm Terrible At Dating
4. In which year did Eratosthenes of Cyrene calculate the circumference of the earth? 240BCE
5. In which year were the lyrics to "The Star Spangled Banner" written? 1814
6. In which year did Murray Gell-Mann and George Zweig propose that quarks were the building
blocks of all matter? 1964
Where Is Kazakhstan?
7. Which hex on the map contains the Taj Mahal? M9
8. Was called Dacca now Dhaka, which hex? V11
9. Which hex contains the second highest mountain on earth? L2 (not K2, but close!)
Answer Smash
10. Band featuring Tracey Thorn on vocals who had a hit with "Missing" / Novel by Paula Hawkins
made into a US movie in 2016 EVERYTHING BUT THE GIRL ON THE TRAIN
Answer Smash: Rules for all the games as played on the TV show, including Answer Smash, are here
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Osman%27s_House_of_Games#Games . For the marking of this
round only, as I didn't explain how Answer Smash works (for the postal game I'm using two text
questions rather than a question and a picture), I won't be deducting points for a wrong answer, but
will henceforth. See answer above - the purple text is the link between the two smashed answers.
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Distinctly Average: I inadvertently used a question that actually appeared on the TV show, the museums
one. If I remember rightly, I overestimated the number probably due to visiting Dorchester which has
a number of funny little museums.
Where Is Kazakhstan: I had originally intended that the answer to the mountain question would be the
same hex as the name of the mountain, K2, but when I carefully checked by superimposition of maps, it
turned out to be L2. Close but no Kendal Mint Cake.
Round 2 Questions:
Distinctly Average
1. According to onaverage.co.uk how many times per day, on average, does an adult human fart?
2. According to Wikipedia, how many episodes of Star Trek have there been counting all its
variant TV shows?
3. According to a survey done in 2018, how many Red Lion pubs are there in the UK?
I'm Terrible at Dating
4. In which year was the last execution carried out in the UK?
5. In which year was King Edward II of England murdered (allegedly) with a red hot poker?
6. In which year did Carl Linnaeus publish the tenth edition of Systema Naturae, this being the
basis for the modern taxonomy of living things?
Where Is Kazakhstan?
7. In a recent BBC documentary about Mars, Brian Cox visited JPL - which hex?
8. Where did David Koresh die in 1993?
9. Where in the USA is there an equestrian statue of Paul Revere?

Answer Smash
10. Short title of the Sex Pistols' 1977 seminal punk album / 1998 violent comedy movie starring
Vinnie Jones
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A Game of thrones - hand of the king - ROUND 2
A Game of Thrones Hand of the King is a popular card game by Bruno Cathala
published by Fantasy Flight Games.
The postal version is for 2 players only, and our pretenders are Tom Howell and
John Walker.
The GM has a copy of the game and the players should read the F2F rules at
https://images-cdn.fantasyflightgames.com/filer_public/07/d3/07d30fde83cf-4de7-abde-3c3a08eacd02/handoftheking_rules_eng.pdf
The first player must choose from one of the possible moves, and the second player needs to provide a
riposte to each of these. Either player should to supply orders for choosing a companion if they capture
(but not kill) the last member of a house.
Game1: John Walker is first player, Tom Howell second player who must provide conditional orders.

John: Margerry Tyrell, Euron Greyjoy (2 banners)
Tom: Kevan Lannister, Tywin Lannister, Edmure Tully (2 banners)
Legal moves are Baratheon up, Stark up, Greyjoy right, Stark down, Greyjoy down, Lannister down,
Stark left, Targaryen left and Lannister left.
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Companions Available:
Ilyn Payne
Hodor
Kill Eddard
Stark in King's
Landing or any
play area

Take Bran Stark
from King's
Landing or any
play area

Shae

Ramsay Snow

Gendry

If you have Tyrion
Lannister in your play
area, Shae counts as
two Lannister cards

Switch the
positions of two
character cards
in King's Landing

Gendry counts
as one
Baratheon
character card

Sandor
Clegane
Kill any character
in King's Landing

Game2: Tom Howell is first player, John Walker second player who must provide conditional orders.

Tom: Kevan Lannister, Rodrick Greyjoy (1 banner)
John: Balon Greyjoy, Catelyn Stark, Bron Stark (1 banner)
Legal moves are Targaryeon up, Greyjoy right, Tully right, Baratheon down, Stark down.
Companions Available:
Loras Tyrell
Bronn
Take Renly
Baratheon or any
Tyrell character
from King's
Landing or any
play area

Variable Pig

Take Tyrion
Lannister
from King's
Landing or
any play
area

Jon Snow

Jaqen Hghar

Brienne of Tarth

Khal Drogo

Declare a
House; Jon
Snow counts as
two character
cards from that
House

Kill one character
in King's
Landing, one
character in any
play area, and
one available
companion

Take Sansa Stark or
Arya Stark from
King's Landing or
any play area.

Take Daenerys
Targaryen from King's
Landing or any play
area, then kill Viserys
Targaryen in King's
Landing or any play
area
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Century Spice Road - ROUND 3
Rules are on the VP site at https://variablepig.org/rules/centuryspiceroad.html
Claim order for round 3 was Jim, Kevin, John for round 4 it is Kevin, John, Jim.
1) Payment for last merchant card: Everyone pays in Turmeric (John 1, Jim 2, Kevin
2) and payments go into the Spice Pot.
2) Merchant cards played / point cards claimed: Jim plays Upgrade 3 to upgrade
a saffron to Cinnamon and a Cardamom to Cinnamon. Kevin trades 1 Cinnamon for 1
Cardamom and 3 Turmeric, and John harvests four Turmerics. No point cards claimed
(yet!).
3) Rest - no players opt to take back their merchant cards.
4) Bidding for merchant cards - Kevin gets Create 2 Saffron for 2, John claims Trade 2 Cardamom for
3 Saffron and 2 Turmeric for 1. Jim decides to bid for the Spice Pot instead of a merchant card, and gets
it for the cost of 1VP. He gets 9 Turmerics but only has space on his caravan for 8, so the other one gets
discarded (given to the poor perhaps?)
Next round: Everyone must pay for their merchant cards (John 1, Kevin 2) and this is the first action.
You can use spices (all are worth 1, and they go into the Spice Pot TM) or VPs, or a combination of the
two. The Rest action can be employed to take back used cards into the hand. It will cost 1VP if done this
round unless the player does not play a merchant card or claim a point card this round.
Status Table
Player
Kevin
Lee

Claim Order
1

Spices
Turmeric: 5
Saffron: 0
Cardamom: 1
Cinnamon: 0

Unused Cards
Create 1 Saffron and 2
Turmeric
Create 2 Saffron

John
Walker

2

Jim
Reader

3

Turmeric: 5
Saffron: 1
Cardamom: 1
Cinnamon: 0
Turmeric: 8
Saffron: 0
Cardamom: 0
Cinnamon: 2

Trade 1 Saffron and 1
Turmeric for 1 Cinnamon
Trade 2 Cardamom for 3
Saffron and 2 Turmeric
Create 1 Cardamom

Used Cards
Create 2 Turmeric
Upgrade 2
Trade 1 Cinnamon for 1
Cardamom and 3
Turmeric
Create 2 Turmeric
Upgrade 2
Create 4 Turmeric

VPs
0

Upgrade 2
Create 2 Turmeric
Upgrade 3

-1

0

Merchant Cards For Sale
1

2

3

Trade 4
Turmeric for 1
Cardamom and
1 Cinnamon

Trade 1
Cardamom for
2 Saffron and
1 Turmeric

Trade 1
Cinnamon for
1 Cardamom 1
Saffron and 1
Turmeric
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Trade 3
Saffron for 2
Cinnamon
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5

Create 1
Cinnamon

6

Trade 2
Cardamom for
1 Cinnamon, 1
Saffron and 2
Turmeric
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Spice Pot: Jim gets 9 turmerics for 1VP, pot now empty.
Point Cards Available
1 (gold +3)

Claim 9 for 2
Turmeric, 1
Saffron and 1
Cinnamon

2 (silver +1)

Claim 11 for 3
Turmeric and 2
Cinnamon

3

4

Claim 6 for 2
Claim 13 for 2
Turmeric and 2 Saffron and 3
Saffron
Cardamom

5

Claim 17 for 2
Turmeric, 2
Cardamom and
2 Cinnamon

Note that I will be assuming there is an inexhaustible supply of gold and silver coins for this game.

COSMIC CELEBRITY CRICKET - GAME END COMMENTS
Steve Guest: This was fun, although I suspect more due to the colour than the actual game. The tactical
and strategic choices seem somewhat limited in practice. Maybe even less in 100-mode, did the finalists
ever get out of monster-mode?
And of course the apparent advantage to batting second, although that makes no difference if 100%
monster.
Mike Townsend: You can never defeat us - we’ll be back – not sure if it will be a prequel, sequel, or a
random spin-off into the frozen north, or across the sea to the west, or maybe all 4. Well played to the
Whovians and well judged by Steve. Did not even have to use the Tardis to go back and change the
result.
An enjoyable game just needs a bit more to do as the fielding side. Well done and thanks to Richard for
all that dice rolling!
GM: As I mentioned last time, the game is not the greatest tactically, and Steve is right that the Hundred
version even less so as batsmen might as well go all out from the off. The original Dice Cricket game it
is based on was created to simulate test matches, and played out by two nerds with dice and pencils on
a pub table, annoying other drinkers by shouting "howzat?" every now and then.
One fanciful thought I had about the game is that it might make quite an entertaining animated TV show,
probably on BBC 4.

Choice - Suppenkasper Variant - ROUNDS 16-18

Steve is the first to play the Suppen-Kasper card, forcing him to eat the cold soggy pungent sprouts he
rejected earlier. John and Michael both have fully-loaded plates, though remember you can play the
Suppen-Kasper card any time, or choose not to play it at all, to maximise your score.
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Correction: I missed a bit last time (Dane's R15 numbers a 7 and an 8) and these have been added to
the scoreboard. Roger's and John's scores were slightly out too - I am now using a spreadsheet to work
out the scores, somewhat against my anti-automation GMing preferences.
Scoring Reminder:
• If a number has never been chosen, score 0 points.
• If a number has been chosen 1-4 times, score -200 points.
• If a number has been chosen 5 times, score 0 points.
• If a number has been chosen 6-10 times, it scores (no. of times - 5) * multiplier.
• The multipliers are 2 = 100, 3 = 70, 4 = 60, 5 = 50, 6 = 40, 7 = 30, 8 = 40, 9 = 50, 10 = 60, 11 = 70,
12 = 100.
• Eleven or more occurrences score the same as 10.
Leftovers Plate:
Any numbers not used as the result of special cards go on the player's leftovers plate. The contents of
each plate are given in the turn report. When a player plays the Suppen-Kasper card, the fussy eater
has been ordered by their mum to eat up what's on the plate. All the numbers must be paired and if
there is one remainder, it may count as a würfel as per the normal rules (there is no obligation to
choose a number that is an existing würfel, one that isn't will either be discarded or become a new
würfel if the player has 2 or less).
Player
Steve Guest
Chris Hibbert
Kevin Lee
Dane Maslen
Michael Pargman
Roger Trethewey
John Walker

Round 16
-2 decrement 5
4+6=10, 5+5=10 w6
4+6=10, 5+5=10 w6
4+6=10, 5+5=10 d6
FdH(5,5), 4+6=10 d5
4+6=10, 5+5=10 w6
4+6=10, 5+5=10 w6

Round 17
1+4=5, 2+3=5, w6
1+4=5, 2+3=5, w6
1+3=4, 2+4=6, w6
1+6=7, 3+4=7 w2
1+4=5, 6+3=9 w2
1+2=3, 4+6=10 w3
1+6=7, 2+4=6 w3

Player
Steve Guest
Chris Hibbert
Kevin Lee
Dane Maslen
Michael Pargman
Roger Trethewey
John Walker

Score 2 3 4 5
+510
7
+470
7
+420
7
+340
+420
6
+230
4 4
-20
5

6
10
11
9
6
9
9
11

7 8 9
6 7 7
6
6
6
7 2 9
8
8
2 3

Round 18
KUR(d1)+Suppen-Kasper!
FdH(1,1), 3+3=6, w2
-1
-1
-2 (decrement 1)
1+2=3, 1+3=4 w3
-2 (decrement 5)

10 11 12 Würfel
4444---7
22222--6
11111--9
11111--6
1111---11
1111---8
33333---

Würfel
5555--55555--55555--22222--2222---333----5555---

Würfel
6666---66666--666666-33333--55555--66666--6666----

Player
Steve Guest

FdH Null Kur -1 -2 Sup Leftovers Plate
x
x
x
x
x
Eaten (3+6=9,5+4=9,2+3=5,5+1=6,6+2=8,
6+1=7,6+2=8,5+1=6)
Chris Hibbert
x
x
x
5,1,1,3,5,1,2,2,6,6,1,1
Kevin Lee
x
x
x
5,6,6,1,1,2,3,3
Dane Maslen
x
x
x
5,1,1,1,1,2,3,3
Michael Pargman
x
x
x
x
x
6,1,2,2,6,6,1,3,3,5,6,1,1,2,3,3,5,5
Roger Trethewey
x
x
6,5,6
John Walker
x
x
x
x
x
3,3,4,5,6,5,6,1,1,2,5,1,1,1,2,3,3

ROLLS FOR ROUNDS 19-21:

R19: 1,3,3,5,6

R20: 2,4,4,5,6

R21: 1,2,3,4,4

Continuing with 3 rolls per postal turn for the time being.
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FEUDALITY - ROUND 6
This is based on the original, unexpanded version of Tom Wham's excellent
board game from 2011. See https://variablepig.org/rules/feudality.html
First baron to reach 14 VPs is the winner, or most VPs at the end of round 15.
The state of each baron's fiefdom is recorded on a board image...
(Red) Pitman Fiefdom https://variablepig.org/rules/feudality/pitman_fiefdom.jpg
(Blue) Gingell Fiefdom https://variablepig.org/rules/feudality/gingell_fiefdom.jpg
(Green) Reader Fiefdom https://variablepig.org/rules/feudality/reader_fiefdom.jpg
All three barons have now reached the dizzy heights of 3VPs. Another VP is on offer to the winner of the
forthcoming joust, which Barons Reader and Pitman can enter, but not Baron Gingell even if he buys a
knight this round, as the event happens before purchase.
Everyone paid the King, with most resource piles still looking healthy. The 2 rolls minimum rule I added
to the postal game to speed it up a bit is responsible for that. Playing it F2F before I remember resources
being tighter. A possible rule change might be to have the extra rolls for (say) the first 5 rounds only,
and another more interesting option would be to have one random roll and one where the dice are set
by the Senior player (no bonus rolls for doubles or 8s). Comments welcome.
LAST TURN:
• Activations: Baron Pitman: Brewery (+2 food, +1VP), Iron Mine (+2 iron); Baron Gingell: Tower
(+1 VP), Alchemist (+4 gold), Iron Mine (+2 iron); Baron Reader: Junk Pile (+1 iron), Quarry (+2
stone).
• Event Card: The event card was: The King Decrees A New Tax - all barons must pay 4 resources
of their choice, or receive a royal disfavour: Gingell -4 gold, Reader -4 food, Pitman -1 wood, -1
iron, -2 food.
• Purchase Phase: Baron Pitman: Knight (-3 iron); Baron Gingell: Shrine (-2 stone), Fort (-4 stone);
Baron Reader: Iron Mine (-1 wood)
• Baronial Actions: Baron Gingell activates the Brickyard twice (+6 stone).
• Feeding: Baron Gingell feeds his fiefdom for two food (10 tiles).
• Pass The Shield: Baron Gingell passes the shield to Baron Reader
Baron VPs Food Stone Wood Iron Gold
Pitman 3

5

6

5

3

3

Gingell 3

2

9

4

6

7

Reader 3

4

2

1

2

5

THIS TURN:
1. Dice Rolls: The new dice rolls (players may activate ONE tile on or adjacent to the indicated square
for EACH roll) are White 3 Blue 3, White 5 Blue 7
2. Event Card: The new event card is: The King Holds A Joust - all barons may send a Knight to
compete if they have one (Knight cannot be killed) along with the King's Champion. The winning
knight scores a VP for its baron (unless the King's Champion wins).
3. Purchase Phase: For tiles available this turn, see belw.
4. Baronial Actions: Baron Reader to choose two baronial actions.
5. Feeding: Baron Reader must feed his Fiefdom (one food per six tiles, round up)
6. Pass The Shield: Baron Pitman is the Senior Player next time.
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TILES ON OFFER:
Pitman

or

or

Gingell

or

or

Reader

or

or

or

and
/or

and
/or

Barons Reader and Gingell both have wizards, no-one has a soothsayer.

Bus Boss - New Forest (BB408NF) - ROUND 2
No orders from Ian and Arthur so I wrote some for them before looking at rival builds.
RUFUS (green)
Bob Gingell
GLP (yellow)
Jim Reader
FIN (red)
Arthur Owen (NMR)
BEAR (blue)
Kevin Lee
NOVA (purple)
Ian Owen (NMR)

Lyndhurst - Holmsley, Ashurst - Totton
BANK: 108 - 12 = 96
Brockenhurst - Lymington; Lyndhurst - Minstead
BANK: 108 - 12 = 96
Cadnam - Minsted; Cadnam - Brook - Bramshaw
BANK: 108 - 12 = 96
Lymington - Beaulieu; New Milton - Barton on Sea
BANK: 108 - 12 = 96

Burley - Holmesly - Brockenhurst
BANK: 108 - 12 = 96

Map showing latest builds https://variablepig.org/maps/bb/ingame/BB408NF.jpg
The build order for next round is Arthur, Kevin, Ian, Bob then Jim.

RAILWAY RIVALS DISCOVERY (RR2491XX) ROUND 6
Following the demise of Mr. Johnson, the new PM is
going to be Mr Tarquin Fintimlinbinwhinbimlim Bus
Stop F'tang F'tang Ole Biscuit Barrel. He has promised
to put a stop to the huge evil-smelling flocks of soiled
budgies flying out of people's lavatories infringing
their personal freedom. He has also promised to invest
more in silly walks, and ease the economic problems
of poorer families by giving out free tinned meat:
Spam, Spam, Spam, Spam, Spam, Spam, Spam, Spam,
Spam, lovely Spam, wonderful Spam!
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A rules question from Bob about adjusting builds for unexpected obstacles. I did state previously that
each roll is an independent build, and there are no conditionals. If the a) build is curtailed, any part of
the b) build that follows on and relies on the a) build not being truncated, will fail. However, you can
waste pips by starting from a pessimistic hex - if asked to build line that already exists, the build team
will spit on an oily rag, polish the exitsting track and take the money.
The second-best Python movie (Monty Python and the Holy Grail) got an airing this time as Chris defied
the abusive Frenchmen to build into to the Castle of Arrgh (mountain to mountain costs 5, even if your
mother smells of elderberries), and was not at all deterred by knights saying Ni! to his build crew further
west.
The discovery teams didn't find much this round, but there aren't many towns left unconnected.
GET
Bob Gingell
Purple

6a. [6] (K32) - - - - G30; (Q43) - - S44
6b. [6] (S44) - Silly Walks [26]; (L43) - - - I42; (Q45) - - Q47
6c. [6] (Q47) - Cheeseshop [43]; (H47) - - - E49 - - E51
BANK: 66 -6 [ferry at G30] +1 [BHP I31] -1 [BHP U35] -1 [BHP G30] = 59

BHP-Billiton
Brendan Whyte
Black

6a. [6] (G43) - --- I44 only
6b. [6] (G32) - - - - Palin [11/12]; (T33) - U34 - U35
6c. [6] (V14) - - - --- R16 only
BANK: 32 -6 [ferry at U14] -6 [ferry at B38] -1 [GET I31] -1 [GET U35] +1 [ROGER U14]
= 19

ROGER
Roger Threthewey
Green

6a. [6] (Q16) - - - - - V13 - SPAM [33]
6b. [6] (V22) - ELECTION NIGHT [54] - - - - - B53
6c. [6] (L20) - - - O19 - - PEPPERPOTS [53] - R19
BANK: 50 +6 +6 +6 -1 [BHP U14] = 67

Explorer
Chris Hibbert
Yellow

6a. [6] (T46) -- SILLY WALKS [26]; O49 ---- K51
6b. [6] (K51) - J50 - I51 - NI! [56]; X38 --- Dead Parrot [25]
6c. [6] (W49) ----- CASTLE OF ARRGH [44]; L46 - K46
BANK: 26 +6 +6 +6 = 44

The public map so far is here https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/ingame/discovery_public_r6.jpg and
following some discussion I have marked the known water hexes with blue dots rather than listing them
here. In addition G23 is all or part of Lake Albatross and U44 is all or part of Ethel The Frog.
Y30 is a ferry terminus to Derek (half of Sp6). B81 is a ferry terminus to Black Adder (Sp5). G30 is a
ferry terminus to Big Train (Sp3). E24 is a ferry terminus to Red Dwarf (Sp4). Y35 is a ferry terminus to
Clive (the other half of Sp6). B38 is a ferry terminus to Big Train (Sp3). U14 is a ferry terminus to The
Goon Show (Sp2).
Ferries owned: B81-Explorer; Y30-GET; Y35-Explorer; U14-BHP; B38-BHP; G30-GET.
Player
Bob Gingell
Brendan Whyte
Roger Trethewey
Chris Hibbert
Round 1

2

3

Company
GET
BHP-Billiton
ROGER
Explorer
4

5

Colour
Purple
Black
Green
Yellow

Start Hex
Y29
G29
A18
C80

Team 1
D46
Y32
H49
D54

Team 2
A49
B65
I48
Z43

Team 3
E53
Q51
H43
H38

Team 4
S53
B46
D36
B45

6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Limit 16 16 16 14 12 10 8 8 6 6 6* 6*

Build Rolls for Round 7 (sixth and final build round): 7a) 6 7b) 4 7c) 3
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Railway Rivals - NOTH KOREA (RR2495NK) - ROUND 3
The North Korean government has asked
me to point out that there is no danger of
catching COVID on its railway network.
Convoys of ace troops (see picture) were
recently sent out to kick virus butt!
No orders from Arthur so I chose some
builds before processing other companies.
He was trying to get to Huichon last time so
connected that first, but didn't build on
from there as that could have meant a fat
penalty to red.
The "Hamhung Convergence" proved surprisingly uneventful with only two Wons changing hands. All
five companies do seem to be doing OK so won't be nationalised just yet.
Most companies now have track both sides of the mountains, though KIT and TBA are not quite there
yet, both heading in the general direction of Wonsan.
Correction: Probably obvious but TBA's 2a build should have read (N32) - N31 - M31 - Sunchon instead
of (N32) - M31 - N31 - Sunchon.
KP
Bob Gingell
Red

3a. [6] (P26) - TOCKCHON; (S26) - T25 - - - W27 - Hamhung
3b. [3] (W27) - - - W30
3c. [6] (W30) --- W31 - V31 - V32 - WONSAN
BANK: 24 +6 +6 -2 [BOINK, W27] +1 [TBA, O25] = 35

KIM IL SONG
Brendan Whyte
Black

3a. [6] (G67) - - - - - B69 - SINPO
3b. [3] (B69) - - - Y27
3c. [6] (Y27) - Hamhung; (N50) - M50 - MUSAN - K52 - J52
BANK: 38 +6 +6 = 50

BOINK
Michael Pargman
Green

3a. [6] (N35) - M36; (V27) - - HAMHUNG - - - A69
3b. [3] (A69) - - - D67
3c. [6] (D67) - - - G66 - G65 - - I64
BANK: 21 +6 +2 [KP, W27] = 29

TBA (NMR)
Arthur Owen
Purple

3a. [6] (L25) - M25 - N25 --- O25 - HUICHON
3b. [3] (S40) - T40 - PYONGGANG - U39
3c. [6] (U39) - V38 - V37 --- W37; L26 - K26
BANK: 32 +6 +6 -1 [KP, O25] = 43

KIT
Brad Martin
Blue

3a. [6] (K34) - - - - SARIWON - - I39
3b. [3] (I39) - - G40 - G41
3c. [6] (G41) - G42 - ONGJIN; (G41) - - - HAEJU; (P34) - Q35
BANK: 45 +6 +6 +6 = 57

Rolls for Round 4 are: 4a) 3 4b) 6 4c) 4
The map so far is available at https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/ingame/RR2495NK.jpg
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RAILWAY RIVALS - HS2 PRIVATE SECTOR (RR2446HS2) - ROUND 12
HS2 developers have recently been hit by the news
that the line to Wigan has been cancelled. The
prime minister (allegedly) decided that there was
no need for drunken rugby fans to be transported
at 220mph. The Chancellor also alluded to the loss
of revenue from can sales as a result of shorter
journey times which would mean no pay rises for
railway workers ever.
The BUM protester being led away last time may
have been an important company employee as no
official race entries were filed for the final round,
the adjudicators having to choose some for them.
However BUM and fellow non-HS2 investor TGV only won one race between them, and just had to watch
SHIRT and ZIPPY slug it out for victory. ZIPPY had three easy wins and one close one (36) to amass a
stonking 92 billion pounds but it wasn't enough to overturn SHIRT's sizeable lead. At the end of race 39
the scores were SHIRT: 332, ZIPPY: 331 but the old faithful London to Birmingham HS2 line gave SHIRT
two wins from the last three to clinch the trophy.
Discussion will be printed next issue. However, I will state the obvious that with the current Private
Sector rules buying HS2 line is a good investment, even if it plunges you into debt. If only the real HS2
line were to yield huge profits for the UK government (see Build Build Build version of map) they might
be able to cut duty on petrol.
SHIRT

ZIPPY

Michael Pargman
Blue

38. Liverpool (15) - Derby
(42)
39. Birmingham (51) - North
(S4)
40. Hereford or Worcester
(53) - London (66)
41. Wales (S5) - Leeds (23)
42. Manchester (31) London (64)
Last Turn
Points from Races
Builds
Points Total

Jim Reader

20 [7]

10 [9]

Green

36. Burnley or Wigan (12) Stoke (35)
37. Hull (24) - Leicester (45)

TGV

Steve Ham

Yellow

20 [18]
+6 -2
+3
10 [22]
-3
20 [18]
-1
10 [40]
-4
20 [24]
+6

+5
20 [17]
+3

322
61
0
383

259
92
0
351

20 [19]
-5

BUM

Arthur Owen
(NMR) Red

10 [29]
-6 +2
10 [27]
-3
0 [32]
0

10 [21]
+1
20 [24]

+4
10 [36]
-6

0 [44]

163
44
0
207

245
13
0
258

Map showing the latest builds available at https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/ingame/RR2446HS2.jpg

Congratulations to Michael Pargman!
Gameend comments welcome and will be printed next time (I have some on file).
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RAILWAY RIVALS - HONDURAS (RR2449HN) - ROUND 10
A good round for SHIRT sees them nose ahead of BRR who had
a quiet time. Companies may well look at the result of the
sprint race 28, where 3 contestants all had a 7-pip line (seven
being the average total of two average dice), and think the
money totals could have been quite different going into the last
two rounds.
All the companies tasted victory at least once, albeit in races
25 and 27 there wasn't much competition.
Correction: BRR's Lempiras total was underreported in the
original zine (later corrected).
GTN

Bob Gingell
Black

22. Brus Laguna or Leimus
(65) - Guatamala (S1)
23. Tegucigalpa (44) - San
Pedro Sula (14)
24. Pacific Ocean (S3) Trojes (56)
25. Gracias (24) - San
Lorenzo (52)
26. Santa Rosa de Copan
(23) - Siguatepeque (41)
27. Dulce Nombre De Culmi
(63) - La Ceiba (32)
28. Tela (12) - Yoro (36)

Last Turn
Points from Races
Builds
Points Total

LLUVIA DE
PECES

Jim Reader
Yellow

20 [40]
-1 -1 -3
0 [24]
+6 -2
10 [23]
-4

SHIRT

RONDAS

Michael
Pargman

Arthur Owen
(NMR)

+3
10 [18]

+1
20 [19]
-6 -2 +2
20 [22]
+4

Green

BRR

Brad Martin
Blue

Red

10 [49]
-3+1
+2

20 [29]
-1
10 [15]
+4

+1

+4
10 [7]
-3 +1

20 [16]
-4
0 [7]
+3 +3

20 [7]
-1 -3

134.5
32
-2
165.5

129
22
0
151

171
62
-1
232

20 [10]
-4

0 [17]

58
39
0
97

204.5
26
0
230.5

Builds:

GTN: (Y13) - - A42
LLUVIA DE PECES: No build
SHIRT: (M11) - N10
RONDAS: No build
BRR: No build

In-game map showing the latest builds at https://variablepig.org/maps/rr/ingame/RR2449HN.jpg
The fifth set of races are:
29. Choloma (13) - Nacaome (51)
31. La Esperanza (26) - Trujilio (33)
33. Nicaragua (S4) - San Pedro Sula (15)
35. Tegucigalpa (45) - Wampusirpi (64)

30. La Mosquitia (S5) - Tocoa (34)
32. Nueva Ocotepeque (25) - Catacamas (62)
34. Choluteca (53) - Comayagua (42)

Enter up to 4 new races and build up to 2 points of track.
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THEME CROSSWORD ANSWSERS (from #15)
The theme was US presidents (surnames). Some of them came in pairs like Harrison Ford and Reagan
and Carter (The Sweeney, RIP Dennis Waterman). My favourite clue was Tree feller saw nothing wrong
(10) - (saw nothing)* wrong is the anagrind, he was famous for cutting down a cherry tree, allegedly.

A post script about the previous Sudoku: The Cracking The Cryptic puzzle book is now available at
https://coffeebean.games/ctc-greatest-hits/ but there probably won't be any paper copies left by the
time the zine goes out.
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VARIABLE PIG (UKRANIAN WHITE STEPPE)
Polar Pig #195

on-the-shelf
vol XVI , #64

The Celestial Steam
Locomotive #17

Here Be
Dragons #50

jim_reader”of”hotmail
.com

off-theshelf”of”Olympus.net

richard530smith"of"btinternet
.com

hbdragons”of”btinternet
.com

Jim Reader is the editor. Richard Smith does the printing and distribution from the UK and maintains the
Variable Pig website https://variablepig.org. The site holds back issues, game rules and RR/BB maps.
There is also a Mailing List which is currently used to register interest in the zine, and is hosted on the VP
web server. To (un)subscribe go to https://variablepig.org/mailman/listinfo/piggers_variablepig.org.

PIG WAITING LISTS
6 NIMMT! – Game Start inside. (Polar Pig)
BREAKING AWAY – Game Start held over (Polar Pig)
TEA DANCE – Game Start held over (Polar Pig)
LET’S PLAY DARTS – Richard Smith, Jim Reader – any number can play [possible tournament] (Here Be
Dragons)
NEARLY THE BEST GAME IN THE WORLD (New) – Richard Smith*, Chris Hibbert*, 3 more wanted
[*=willing to GM next game] (Here Be Dragons)
PARKRUN (New) – All reader game, continues, see inside (Here Be Dragons)
WHERE IN THE WORLD IS KENDO NAGASAKI – THREE WISHES VARIANT (New) anyone can join
(on-the-shelf)
HOUSE OF GAMES - NO RESEARCH VARIANT (New) – All reader game, in progress but more can join
(Celestial SL)

THE DEADLINE FOR VARIABLE PIG (RED WATTLE HOG) is

Friday August 19th 2022

The Red Wattle Hog is an American Breed of domestic pig with a red coat and distinctive wattles (tassels). They grow quickly,
forage well and are good mothers and produce a high quality, marbled meat. It is believed they were first bred in East Texas by
H.C. Wengler in the early 1970s. The breed is considered threatened, but the breed is listed by Slow Food USA in the Ark of Taste.
Reggie, a red wattle hog, set a record at the Iowa State Fair weighing 1,335lbs.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red_Wattle_Hog

